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HSROBOOflOI'I

, fhe first report on the Szondi Test to appear in the 
Psyohologioal Abstracts was in 1949o From that time until 
the beginning of 195©s 135 a,rtiel@ss books3. and. theses on 
the Snondi have been listed in that publieation0

©r.o Lipot Szondi (17) s a Hungarian psychiatrist s 
olaims .that all drives , are of a genetic originThere are s 
according t© his theory^ latent recessive genes that de
termine the drive structure of each individual <, Mental 
disorders 5, .he feels are manifestations of disturbances . 
in drive’ tendencies*

Ssondi describes four basic drives] the .sexual drive s . 
the paroxysmal (convulsive) driveV the ego drive^ and the 
■Contact drive o He-; call s. these four categories the 11 drive- 
vectors^? Disturbance in the relative strength or direction 
in any one of the drive areas results in pathology corres
ponding to that .driveo' Each drive-vector, he claims, contains 
two definable reaction types which he calls e drive factors66 & 
Each drive factor is associated with a mental disorder0 The .
. sexual disorders are homosexuality and .sadism]; the' paroxysmal 
disorders are epilepsy and hysteria] the, ego disorders are . 
catatonia^ and paranoia] and the. contact disorders are, de= ; 
..pression and manias, - - ; \ " : . . . ;



• .  .2
From these drive factors emerge, eight specific drive 

needs, each containing opposing tendencies« That is. from 
these eight.drive needs; sixteen drive tendencies may be dif- 
ferentiatedo In each factor the tendency may be in either a 
positive or a- negative direction. Within any individual aW  ' » - i — Wz -»• • > - • * *-•*- • ’ !■/ ‘f t<. » . r -r- - - •' r-- V t-_vv  ̂ T" t - - • y- *• •«  ̂-r « • %> W ‘r

need;tendency may be positive, .negative.,; ambivalent ,, or 
neutralo It is. the intent of the Ssondi f̂ est to determine 
the strength and direction of each of these need tenden- • 
ciese ::,. , ' : . . .  -y;; . ; ,y.i.... ; ..... . .... /:

■ In order to determine the strength and direction of 
these need tendencies, Szondi has selected forty-eight 
photographs of individuals Institutionalized.formbndltidnsv 
corresponding to each one of the drive factors.; The in
dividual taking the test is; asked to look at th § pho to graphs, 
and pick out those people he likes the best and then those , 
he dislikes the most 0 Szondi feel si that if a need is. 
acceptable to the individual taking the test  ̂he will choose 
the ebrrespondihg.photographs as being likedo If he re jects - 
the needy Szondi feels that he will dislike the person in. 
the photographs If the particular need corresponding to 
the individual in the photograph is temporarily sat!sfied3 
the subject will not choose that photograph as either a 
like or a dislike. If the subject partially accepts and 
partially rejects a particular need, he will select some 
Individuals corresponding to that heed .as liked and some



as dislike do' 5 ■: ■ . : .: . ' ' X;
• . Ooasiderakle disagreement with Szondl ‘ s. basic theory 

.has appearedo Howeverj since the study to he reported In ■ 
this paper Is concernedwith the problem of whether or not 
■ the Szondi Test "works" and not with how or - why it workss 
the review of these objections will be. very briefc .
. ■ Attempts to check the validity of the scale have/ for

, the most part , resulted in criticisnu However^ some experi
menters have found .evidence, that favors the test<> lobler (10) 
who was very much aware of the difficulty of validating a 
projective technique^ says that this test is,no better nor 
ho worse than the Rorsehacho Krimsky (11) reported that 
when used in: a battery including Rorschach s T <>Ao T <,» Weschler- 
Bellevue, Figure hrawing, and Bender Gestalt s the Szondl has 
.particular merits not found in the other test8= Scott (15) $ 
comparing delinquents with non-delinquents ̂ - found --significant 
differences between matched groups in all factors except 11 e 
: (the; need for the accumulation of rag®)t; .heri; ( 5 ) offering v 
a statement; ©f diagnostic;claims .rather than a criticism^ - ■
says that, there are no, Szondi "signs" that a.re specific to : 
delinquents but that the test is helpful In revealing the 
psyohodyhamics underlying delihquent behavior0. Schubert (14) 
reported a study in which the Szondl Test was" given to child
ren of different ethnic backgrounds<> The analysis of the 
, data ihdicated that Szondi test reactions are psychologically



meaningful in terms of need theory regardless of ethnic 
^achgroundo ■ "x, ' '

1m an evaluation of the Szondi test, Gosta (2) con
cluded (l) that there is an intimate relationship between 
the test and Szondi.0 s. instinctive theory, (2) that the test 
has a wide range of application as to types of subjects,
(3) and.that the technical characteristics of the test, al
though not optimums are acceptable as.a first approximation 
and could be Improved if the technical structure of the test 
were revised, with rational eriteri&o

The criticisms of the test y particularly by experi«=> 
aenters in.this country„ have been numerous» Short (16) says 
that the Inequality of stimulus value of the cards suggests 
the need for a complete reorganization of the test« In a 
study of Szondi patterns in epileptic and homosexual males, 
David and Rabinowitz (3) concluded that the Szondi should not 
be used routinely in clinical practice. Similarly, after ••
examining seventy epileptie profiles @n the Szondi with par- 
. ticular reference to the 11 e61 ■ faetor9 Plament (6) reported 
that the test is not valid as a diagnostic instrument for 
- epilepsy©" . '

Q-ordon. and hambert (9) have claimed that Szondi8 s :
test results do not possess sufficient internal consistency \ 
to evidence a differentiation into the heed classes post
ulated by Szondi ' (17) and : supported by Deri (4-)' c Cohen and



' 5  ̂ ;

Felgen'baiam (11) say that the claimed additive properties of . -; 
mee&s aeman&ea: by s' theory - is ' hot true» and' Richard
son (13) says that sHhjeots cannot even match sets of Szondi 
' pictures when they are attempting to do g©.& The Iraplioation 
■is - that if cards cannot be voluntarily matched,- pref erence . 
for corresponding pairs would not -mirror the same things» 
Fleishman (?) says that Szondi8s ayndrpaic distributions ■ 
could, be." explained on the basis of .-chance0 : ' . ' ' ."V

7;'.-'0hing data'from'horasl.'' subjects and neurotic patients, , 
Hussen and Kraus s' (12) could find no support for Deri8 s • 
statements about the interpretive significance of the Szondi 
test1 factor So Fleishman (8) carried-, out a study in which a 
control was made up of normal persons randomly assigned.to - 
the eight categorieso Subjects then: chose the ones they liked 
and those they disliked, and their selections were tabulated^ 
The results were about the same as those on the Szondi on the 
basis of quotient of tendency tension^ Both fall within the , 
range- bf chance* • . ■ . ‘

- i THE PROBLEM- ' - ■ ;

: The .purpose of this.: study is not to determine whether \ 
..or not. there..is a latent ..'recessive genetic basis of person
ality structure ndr whether a mental disorder is a manifes- . 
-tation of .certain drive: tendencieso. The attempt here is to 
discover the degree of similarity between results obtained



from the use of the Szon&i test and information from case 
histories® Does the Szondi test ena.hl© one to prediet ten<=* 
sions and diagnoses to be fomnd.in case histories provided 
by parentss psychiatrists and psychologistsT

' Any consistency of test findings and ease histories 
does not necessarily Support. Szondi8s fundamental theory * 
nor does any.lack of agreement refute it® It is not the 
theory that is being studied but. the test instrument itself0

If a Szondi test Interpretation;brings out many factors 
that are reported in a case history containing psychiatric 
diagnosis* psychological reports and behavior descriptions 
while at the same time counter-indicating or omitting 
factors not Included in the case histories, the test has 
real value as a diagnostic tool® However, if it fails to 
do the above any one or more of the following may be in- 
dieateds the test instrument may be invalid, the test.may 
have been used or Interpreted improperly, or the case 
histories and diagnoses may not have been trustworthy => -
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PRDOEDUEE, ■ 3 ;̂  - ' -■

The Szondl test was administered to 20 male subjects 
who were enrolleh in a private school for exceptional 
childrenc, The test was administered to each subject ten 
times with an interval of at least forty-eight hours between, 
administrations =, The number of .administrations is equal to 
that •Recommended by; Deri.' (4-) and the recommended minimum 
interval between sessions is exceeded0

At the initial session a few minutes were- spent with .
,each subject getting acquainted and putting M m  at his ease* 
The nature of the ;task the subject was to perform was ex
plained very briefly and simplyo' The instructions varied 
slightly from subject to Subject but were essentially, 111 
am. going to show you some photographs and I would like you • 
to pick; out the two people that you like the best» This 
was usually said while arranging the pictures.in front of 
the subjects. After these two photographs were selected the 
instructions continued/* „ o «,'• »: and now pick out the two 
that you dislike . t#eimostIf a subject delayed in making 
his seiections, he was told to make his selections as 
quickly as possible and to respond to his first impression 
of.the person» In only one or two cases was this prompting 
neeessaryo : ;. ."-



S.-: ■ ; V'.- , ... ‘ ■ 8
In one- or two .oases the Bti'bjebt said that he was 

nnabie • to say . that he liked or disliked the people in the . 
photographs without knowing more about them* In these oases 
the subject wa.s told to make his selections on the basis of 
whether or not he thought he would like or dislike the person 
Just by the way he or she appeared in the pictures<» This was . 
sufficient encouragement for even the most reluctant subject: 
included in this studyo No discussion was entered into with 
any of the subjects regarding the people in the photographs.
The: question: was- asked several times If the person in one of 
the. photographs was a man or a woman and in all eases the 
response from the examiner wasp don't knows18

. The second and all succeeding administrations were 
introduced approximately as follows: 881 would like you to 
do as you did the last . time, that is pick out first the two tv 
people that you like the best and then pick out the two that 
you dislike the mostt f When asked by a sub ject if he should, 
try and pick out the same ones that he chose the last time 
he was told to make his selections on the basis of how he 
felt at the time of the testing and that it didn8t make any 
diff erehce which '.ones he selected the last time* Any attempt 
on the part of the subject to get into a discussion on this 
point was discouraged by the examiner by repeating,, 89 Just pick i 
them out according- to the way you feel right now®18

. dfter all test series'were completed each was inter- '



preted using suggestions made by both Szondi (17) and Deri
(4)o An attempt was made to make the Interpretations as 
eomplete as possible and yet be brief enough to be reported 
in full in this study without making it excessively lengthy*

It was decided to report Szondi8 s drive category, 
leading vectorial configurations according to both Deri.(4) 
and Szondi (17), the amount of tension expressed in the 
graphic records and by.the formula, the' frequency .and rapidity 
of change, the symptomatic reactions which theoretically in
dicate overt behavior, and the root factors which are supposed 
to reveal the areas of greatest and deepest tension<,

Summary of the: yariousindications was purposely avoids 
ed as this would, require, the examiner to Introduce his own 
opinions regarding the significance' of the various reactions , 
and the dynamics of personality structure and pathological 
conditionso Only by .reporting as closely as possible Szondi11 s 
own conclusions regarding the reactions made to the test • 
pictures can the .Szondi Test be compared to other clinical 
findings* If the examiner is forced to make conclusions and 
assumptions based on M s  own clinical experience and theoret
ical orientation, then any comparison with other data is a 
comparison of that data: with one individual11 s thinking and 
not with the test instrument It self *



OmPTER III

' .. ... ' : ■ RESUIufS ■ . ' Y '

:Beoa.use both tjb.e: ease histories and the test findings Y 
consist of a great many descriptions of behavioral character
istics rather than heat 11 label s’* * It i s impos sible, t o summa
rize the results of the comparison of the two in terms of " 
psychiatric eategorieso For detailed comparison of the test ' 
findings' and the case: histbries the redder should refer to Y Y
APPSNBlX; i)<, ' ;Y . Y ■ :Y. Y Y. : Yv:/Y ;Y':'',YY:Y :-

She case histories of five subjects .(8, 15,16, 18, 
arid 20) were not- sufficiently detailed to.allow an adequate 
comparison with the test findingsIn six cases (1,2,3,
5,9s and.lO) the case histories and'the-test findings match 
very closelyo Three of these cases (1,2, and 10) have dif
ficulties of a sexual natureo All cases of sexual distur
bance found in the ease histories were Indicated in the test 
i ht e rp ret at ions o ' lowever, a possibility of some disturbance 
in the sexual area was found in almost all test profiles*
In the. remaining 9 cases the test failed to reveal important 
conditions found in the case histories although some agree
ment existed in every case* ..

Igo as not to have the case histories Influence the 
test interpretations no case histories were examined prior to . 
the interpretations, and it was therefore impossible to.elim
inate those that were inadequate.as far as test comparison was 
corieerriedo . , ' ' ...y. "lY /. Y ' ■ / - : s



, ■ ' /' ■■■■■.. ' ' .■■ ■' ' ':'11 
x' TJae test generally failed to reveal the "brain damage*

physical manifestations of disorders of the nerirons- system*
and Intellectual deficiency described in the histories ot
subjects 4* 7* 8, 13* IJ?, 16* 19* and 20® The histories - .
of subjects 12 and 15 describe pyromaniao tendencies not found
in the test reports® Epilepsy was reported in the histories
of subjects 4 and 8 but not in the test resuitso ,



BISGUSSM AMD CONCLUSIONS

la attempting a validation of a pro jecti'tre technique 
for personality evaluation one is faeed with .a number of 
obstacles*.' First of all there is ho adequate eriterion of 
undisputed validitye Two psychiatristsmay not agree* For 
■ examplev- some ;psyohiatrIsts class many patients as sohizo- 
phrenio whloh other psyohiatrists ©all manle .depressive^ : ■
AlsOj because psychiatric terminology often varies with the 
orientation of its user8 comparison of one man"s findings 
with another0s may Indicate disagreement when such is not 
fundamentally the case* It may be a matter of using different 
terminology to describe the same' thing.* Another:difficulty - 
arises /from the type of 'analysis one -Istitb make from the pro- 
jeetlv©'test* . Objective scorings regularly fail to yield . 
significant, relationships while analyses of the test patterns 
have been more successful but make objective comparisons 
difficult * See APPENDIX A for a discussion of scoring methods 
for the Szondio /

In attempting to compare Szondi test findings with 
case histories 1 the above mentioned difficulties^ as well as 
many .morej,: were encountered* The first major problem was, y 
that of d@termihing just how much to include in the interpre- 
tationsb This was. a formidable task because of the tremen-



. : , ..V 13-
€©118 nm'ber of indieations fotmd. in a Szondi test, serieso
So eompletely analyse a test serles as suggested by Deri and
Sgoadi (see APPENDIX A) results in many pages of deseriptibn
and many indications of possible pathologic conditions0 To

summarize many pages of descriptiye material ̂ indications
counterlndications> and Inconsistencies and reduce this to a
few short paragraphs is a tremendous task and Introducee the
possibility of excluding some things that should have been
Included and including some things that should have been e3&~
; ©ludedo : . ; : ' ' . f- ' ; ‘ ; • : . ;

, ’ Bine# so much is- required' of the individual Interpreter
in order to arrive at conclusions from the test^ any oompar— . 
ison of his findings with an outside criterion makes possible 
ah evaluation of one manis use of the test rather than an " 
evaluation of the Szendi Test itselfo Only by adhering as. 
closely as possible to SzondiJs own terminology and his ■
specific descriptions of test results can this difficulty be :; 
held to a minimumo However/ due to the large number of 
possible eohfiguration's of choice in the test ̂ Szondi did • 
not supply complete .Informative data (see" APPENDIX A)»,

The very close, agreement found between six of the test 
findings and the corresponding case histories indicates that 
the test may possibly have some clinical value0 The fact 
that some- agreement was found between all; twenty test reports 
" and case histories strengthens this possibility<, However; in



• working with the test. It was found that a large mamber ■ of 
possible conditions are suggested or indicated,- in each test 
analysis'o. ' The deeper one probes, the _ larger the number of ' 
possible conditions one finds* If this is-carried to an 
extreme, it is possible to look back at the test and find 
almost anything-one wishes to look foro Thus many things 
were suggested by the test findings that'were; not found in: 
the ©a,s© .historieso There Is no way of knowing whether the. 
ease histories were incomplete in this respect s whether the 
test findings, should be ignored as far' as these character- 
- isties are concerned, or whether .the existence of so: many v 
Unsupported:findings indicates that the agreements between 
case histories and test results are little more than chance 

- eorrespondene es0 ; - : • - ' ;
From the results of this;study it would seem, that-the 

Bsondi test has clinical value asan aid In diagnosis and 
-personality understanding, but it should be used cautiously0 
It would seem that Its greatest value would be in the nature 
of suggesting po'ssibilities’ to pursue with other clinical 
1 techniques» This is consistent with the recommendations of 
its author and of the early workerso . It would be extremely 
hazardous to base a conclusion solely on a Szondi profiles
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SUMM^SX 'I "

'In an effort to compare the results of the Szon&i 
'T0st with case histories^ twenty, male subjects who were en=' 
rolled in a private school for exceptional children were 
given: the test0 Ehe tests were then interpreted using enga
ge stions from both Szondi (17) and Deri (4)0 After the in
terpretations were made■ case histories' for each of the smb* 
jects were examined^ These case histories contained' reports 
of psychiatric examinations» other psychological tests * 
familial backgroundsr developmental records, school reports, 
and behavior descriptions* ■ A comparison was ' then made of' ; 
the information gained from the test interpretations and ' 
from the ca.se'histbrieso j .

The interpretations of the test resulted in complex 
descriptions of behavioral tendencies rather than psychiatric 
"labels'5 * The case histories, in general, also yielded this 
type of information* While this type of result is the most 
meaningful it makes it more difficult to compare the two 
than would neat "categories"»" Therefore, it was necessary . 
to very carefully compare a particular action described in 
a case history with a behavioral tendency found in a.test 
interpretation* 1 ' - / V •

-:. The close similarity between six of the; test inter-



pretations and the corresponding ease histories would seem 
to indicate that the Szondidoes have clinical value» This 
■ indication is.strengthened hy/the fact that some similarity 
was found, in all twenty caseso -

However*, the value of the gzondi as a diagnostic in
strument may he questioned since it failed in nine cases to 
'indicate such-conditions as brain damage* epilepsy* In
tellectual deficiency* and pyromania reported in the case 
historieso Further douhts arise when it is discovered that 
many conditions are indicated hy the test that are not found 
in the ease histories* ■

From, the evidence presented in this, study it would 
seem that the gzondi can be used clinically to reveal the
possible existence of a condition or the explanation of a

• • . ' ; , . ' ■ ■ ,■ ■ . ■

condition that may otherwise be overlooked* However* from 
the weaknesses described. ,lt would seem extremely hazardous 
to base a conclusion or a diagnosis solely on the basis of 
a gzondi profile* ’ ■
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APPENBK A'

EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE

'Deri suggests tiie following procedure for interpreting 
the S'zondi pidfile series$ < ~ ; ̂

lo Look for the open reactions (those factors in which
• no choices were mad'©) * These reactions are called symptomatic 
because they indicate the areas in which no tension exists* 
Since there is a living out of these needsc Manifest be- 
havior-should/ on this baslS) reflect characteristics cor
responding to this factors ' ' •

2* Look for those factors showing ambivalent reactions 
most frequently„ Theses. she sayss are subjective symptom 
factors as they indicate areas in which conflict is experts
ehcedo ■ . ■ r :;v ..W :V vVi" , .. '

3* Look for factors showing steady plus or minus 
choiceSo These reactions indicat © the areas:in which tension 
actually exists and therefore act as unconscious driving 
forces underlying overt behavior or clinical;symptomse

40 Look" for the kind of change occurring in.each , ■ 
faotoro Deri ©plains the • significance of each type of 
change that may occur in a factoro ..

5® : :Look for mirror reversals-in the veetor as a - 
wholeo These are particularly significant as they are In
dications of a pathologic process in the area corresponding

• to the vector in which they o c c u r :



6<, Fili out oompletely all eategorles of the soorlng 
: sheet as a • safeguard .so that no aspect of■ Interpretation is. 
overlooked* this means that the following, should he calcu
lated and included in the interpretation: (a) the procentual 
symptom reaction, (b) the quotient of tendency tension, (e)
, the quantity .tension, (d). the instinct formula, (e) the 
abbreviated instinct formuia,.(f) the complete drive formula 
(the symptomatic, submanif@st, sublatent, and root factors),
Cg) the instinct class, and (h) the determination of the 
person in the Trleblinmaus*

7® : hook for the vectorial configurations which indicate 
more than the factors considered singly*

8d LOok for special combinations of reactions or 
, 18 syndromes88*:, . ;

Bzondi does not outline an exact -procedure to follow , 
in attempting an interpretation of the profile, but he de
scribes the various types of reactions and labels sixty-four 
possible vectorial configurations* He ■describes the construc
tion of the drive formulas and presents diagnostic tables 
based on these drive formulas* He describes eleven,main 
drive categories and forty-eight subcategories which include 
all possible reactions* He presents several pathologic, 
physiologic', and character syndromes* H® presents an ex-' 
perimehtal ego analysis that is fundamentally psychoanalytic^ 
ally based, and relates the various choices made in the ego



vector to': the stages of ego developmentc He then describes 
the llnnaean system of personality study which Is referred' 
to in Deri;8 s method of interpretation and requires the work^ 
ing out of the various formulas on the test blankSo Unfor- 
tunately^ he does not explain the signifloanee of all the 
ealeulations on the blank» , . 1 . f

fhe terminology used throughout these analyses'is8 as . 
much as possible j that used by Szondi (17) s.nd Deri (4) @ She 
terms used carry Szondi^ s own meanings and are consistent 
with his particular approach to personality study. In some 
eases this meaning is unique and the terms cannot be inter
preted in the usual way. For any explanations of terms or 
concepts used the reader can only be referred to the works 
of Szondi (17) and Deri (4) as time and space do not permit 
the lengthy explanations that would be required to define ' : 
all terms adequately.



gZOlPI r ,TEST INTERPRETATIONS

- ' ' 0AB1 #1 "■ . ■ ' . ‘ ' ;

The ohoiees made by this subject place him in what 
Szondi terms the categories of fi0hildish Gruelty11 and of • ■
11 Pur if i cat ion and 8 Service8 s,8; ■ People in the first category . 
ane threatened hy a primary latent tout dynamic bisexual 
need and are disposed toward 1> the paroxysmal disorderss 
anxiety hysteria, hystero-epilepsy, epilepsy, poriomania, 
kleptomania and affective, crimes,.and 20 paranoid depression 
and paranoid schizophrenia^ Those included in the second 
category have a tendency to live out their need for self- 
display in service activities^

The eonfiguration of the sexual vector indicates the . 
existence of a need for love and affection coupled with a, 
tendency toward sadomasochistic behavior; the existence of a 
need to; he both the aggressor .and recipient of love and .. 
affection], that the need for femininity is being lived out 
in a state of sadomasochistie masculine-feminine identifica= 
tion; and that there is a state of tension in the area of feminine 
needs coupled with lack of Identification with the male role*

■ The choices in the paroxysmal vector indicate that 
the need for emotional exhibition finds ready discharge], 
that there is a mounting tension of,the need for emotional



■ ' ' ' • . :::: . 
release iri' a perceptible m y » ; : , ' ' - , j;: -

A jealous self aggressive ego is indicated by choices 
made im the ego vector^ The leading configuration indicates 
repression of loneliness and is often found in. self-nrntHating 
oompulsidnSo Also indicated by this vector is an obsessive 
ego indicating a psychic inflation ambit8ndenoy0 Choices 
ma.de in this vee.tor also indicate a forsaken, passive, 
feminine egOo ; . ■ . . . ; - ; ■ ; - ’ ' '. " ■ •

: She reaction, to the pictures of manics and depr.essives 
shows that there is a continuous search for new objects to= . ". 
gether with a denial •of the possibility, of satisfaction from 
these objectSo The results’of this conflict are moodiness 
and depressiono Individuals giving this reaction generally - 
attempt tn manipulate and'master objects;of the environment®

The most symptomatic reactions shown by this subject 
suggest that his emotions afe readily discharged and that he. 
lives in a state of primary narcissism in which id-demands 
seek direct .fulfillment̂  . Subjects giving this reaction are, 
usually poorly prepared to. meet f rustrations as there is ..no 
protective wall surrounding their ego„ It is generally; felt 
by these1individuals that;the function of the world is to. 
satisfy their needs». Therefore, frustration often results 
in violent., vengeful reactions» . . ■ . . . '

' The most frequent, ambivalent reacfion suggests that 
this subject may demonstrate sadoraasoehistie behavior, and



masculine-feminine identific&tionV He is'likely to have 
homosexual erushes and to have homosexual and. pervert ten- 
denoleSb.

fh@ deepest underlying tenslone seem to stem from
(l) an unsatisfied need for love and affection with feminine 
identificatlon g and (2) frustration of early oral meeds*
It seems as though he has given up/hope of compensating for 
his lack of early oral satisfaction*

. . • • : - : :  : , ■ ’ .

:■ ' \fhis suhjeot11 s choices place him in the "Category on
Anal-Ero t iaism11 s 'the suboateogry under the !1 Category of Latent 
FratercldeK0 The central problem of.these individuals is re
lated to an accumulation of rage and hatred directed toward 
purification* There is an inherent bent toward criticism 
and moralizing^ and a tendency to be narcissistic and rlgido 
There is a disposition . toward, the following disordersi; anal , 
homosexuality ̂ pederasty s coprophilIas paranoid anxiety 
hysteria, paroxysmal tachycardia, examination pressure, com- 
pulsivity, poriomania, kleptomania and other equivalent 
states of epilepsy0 • • ■: "
- A very high quantity of tension is shown by the ten- 

.dency tension score and by the existence of a large ■number, 
of loaded-reactionso - ■ :

This subject6 s most frequent sexual vectorial eonfig-



mratlen iMieates that (l) sexual tensions have heen dis- 
©harged through.sexual intercourses masturbation^'or homo
sexual activity; (2) that there is a fixation on an infantile 
level of sexual development; or (3) that there are organic 
■reasons for lack of sexual.tensions» This reaction Is often 
given by immature adults 'who have not been weaned from their 
parents*:" - The, other choices In this vector indicate sublimae ■ 
tion of sexual energy, .inactivityfl passivity, and masochism6 

His most frequent choices in the paroxysmal vector in« 
dioate sporadic anxiety states with aggression* Because of 
his reaction in the sexual vector and In the 111 i#s factor, it 
• would hot be expected that this aggression will be violent or 
severely anti social*. The. next most frequent choice implies 
that violent ©motions accumulate.in potential readiness for. 
an outburst but discharge of these emotions is barred or at 
least delayed*. Consequently the whole emotional sphere is 
tense* The reactions mentioned above reveal that the sit- , 
nation is more one of delay than of barring of emotional ex
pression® Subjects giving this reaction often talk vaguely 
about fears of death or insanitya ''

• Since the most loaded factor and the.factor showing ■
- the greatest amount of variability are found in the ego 
vector,'the most pertinent and significant information should 
be found there0

In the order of their frequency the various choices
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made■in the ego veotor give the following indications; (1) 
this snbjeet has. accepted the overwhelming power and limita=> 
tions of the environment: thus he has probably become willing- 
to conform and to control himself„ There is probably a'dis^ • 
crepancy between’his verbal worldliness and his actual awfe* 
wardness which;is evldehced by attempts to dispel anxiety ’
through wordSo Yet he feels that he has not lived up to his 
own expectationso (2) Outside objects are strongly cathected . 
since this type of individual has to .be in love with some 1 
personj,- thing or idea, ’and seems to derive some ■masochistic ' 
pleasure from frustrating experiences,,: He may actually mi8=
manage his life so that his need for appreciation and love .. 
is not satisfied6 (3) He may enjoy being atypical and may 
voluntarily ostracize himself from society, looking down 
on the average and common people® (4) There may be con
flicting desires of wanting to. cling and. wa,nting to separate , 
from the love object: the conflict producing const ant anxiety^ 

The consi’stenoy and the loading in the contact vector; 
would seem to indicate .a strong need to cling,to objects ’'
oathected;- usually a person, an idea, or an idea of a •.person*:-' 
Thi s choice "is a count erindi eat ion for v criminal behavior or 
of an asdoial psycho sis,. Subjects giving this reaction may 
experience difficulties regarding outward.success, as this 
constellation along with minus f! s,! indicates passivity6 
This choice.In the contact vector is also indicative of con- .’



senr&tism and, dislike for ehang@0
She most symptomatic reaction in this record Is an in

dication that, sexual energy is low and that the need for 
passive affection is Satisfied^ Shis reaction is often found 
in passlye male homosexualso 
. ■■ It is indicated that the deepest underlying tensions
result from unsatisfied needs (.1) to release!.-, .emotions (which 
•may make the subject restlessj, Impulsive, and subject to 
.emotional outbursts)| (2) for oral activity (past oripresent), 
(3) for emotional support from others; and (4) to.fall in love 
to have.friends, and to belongo . '

; . ; ' ; dASE #3 '

.fhis S'Uhject l,s oholees place him in the “dategopy .of • 
Latent Exhibitionism - of Purification and :8BerviG@8619 
. Szondi says that these individuals show a continuous desire ., 
to perform in such a way as to make a show of themselves, 
have a tendency toward feminine identification, and are un=> 
predictable often even to themselveso

fhis subject would also be placed in the 11 Oat ego ry of 
Latent Ego-Dllation = of Lost Genius and BarrioidelThese . , t
subjects attempt to deal with strong unsatisfied ego 
diastolic needs 0 fhey may demonstrate bizarre behavior of 
a hysteroid type with periodic clouding of consciousnesso 
There may be obsessive preoccupation with ideas of killing
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■ @©me authority figure yet a oompulslve mechanism preventing
its satisfaetionB.:":;They' may have hystero-epileptic seizures 
of .rage o They may.: show signs of hysterical self aggression, 
and they may resort to narcomania or kleptomania, (they steal 

• from the "persecutor8 , usually the parent or parent' figure).& 
These subjects seem to have a latent'paranoid core which is 
Indirectly effective all through life., bringing unhappiness 
to both the subject and those around him» They are disposed 
to paroxysmal attacks and hysterical dimming of consciousness^ 
They seem to be extremely sharp and logical in their thinking, 
arousing impresslohs of real genius®, Even borderline feeble- 
minded mentalities seem to be of outstanding talent in some 
one field® They might be labeled (1) early paranoia, (2) 
psychopathic personality with hystero-ep11eptic features, or 
■(3) paranoid pgeudbimbecility® Hone of these labels is 
accurate as each fails to consider the deep rooted.unsatis
fied ego^diastolio • drive behind the hystero-epileptic, pseudo- 
debilitated behaviora.1 front® Sexually these subjects 
usually mature late, are underdeveloped, and masturbate ex- / . 
cessively® /

The choices made in the sexual vector indicate . 
passivity, goal inversion, dependence, submissfveness, and 
' count erindicate epilepsyo . .

In the paroxysmal vector the following indications 
are found: (l) the possibility of outbursts of rage; and :



(2), a tendency toward emotional exhibitions stormy feelings* 
and high' emotionality»̂^̂'̂ ^̂ :̂̂ - . - . - .

The frecinenoy of: change in the contact vector in
dicates a disturbed and rather unsatisfacto:cy adjustment to /
the environmento The choices made imply (l) curiosity (a 
childish pleasure seeking relationship to the world); (2) 
withdrawal from realitys unhappy ties to the world* social 
maladjustment, a negativistic attitude toward society; (3) 
unrealistic adhere nee; to a lost object* .restless tension* 
denial of importance of enjoymenti (4) conservatism* loyalty; 
and (5) fear of losing the love object thus a tendency to 
cling to itc, v\ ■ ' ' , -

There is indication of restless, agitated, erratic 
behavior and too little control in the high quantity of . _
tendency tension® The large number of loaded reactions In- ..
dicat e . a large amount of:: tenSl.on'd ;' . .:' .. : ;; , -

The. symptomatic reactions indicate that emotions are 
discharged readily*! that he is .coneerned only with his own • 
id demands* that he is poorly prepared to meet frustrations* 
and that he is autistic and egocentric0 • • ' ■

The root factors indicate there are underlying tensions 
resulting from the need,to receive love and affection and to 
be submissiveo These reactions imply feminine identification* 
transformation of motor energy into intellectual energy* , 
•manipulation of concepts* a low -level of physical activity*



:snMimatioB of aggression2 and eotmterlndleate serious anti- 
eoeial activityo ;' V: ; v - :

- ■  ̂ GASE #4

■ fhis sn'bject belongs to the category of 15Daydreaming 
and Depersonalization’5 s a, sub-olass of the category of "Latent 
Bgo-constriotion«" .These individual$ are usually the descend™ 
ents of catatonoid personalities^' Their family background 
tends to include egocentric^ selfish schizoids; cool nar
cissists; undisciplined^ eeolueive, autistic personalities; 
asocial compulsion neurotics^ hypochondriacs; odd personss 
and unrealistic unworldly dreamerso These subjects are not 
schizoid' but conductors of pathologic.ego systolic trends* 
During childhood they may manifest schizoid- traits,be silent / 
.seclusivei -and live in an unreal dreamworlds They cling to , 
whoever takes care of them-o, They persist in a pseudomelan
cholic state in an autistic world of phantasy's ■

The reactions in the sexual vector give signs of 
average .sexualitŷ  of activity^ and of sadlsnto. In the parox
ysmal vector we see signs of ethical dilemmas^ conflict in 
regard to releasing amd - epntrolling emotional outbursts3 and 
conflict in the need to display and conceal emotions0 There 
are also signs of hysteroid anxiety and apprehensiveness0

The pattern in the ego vector indieates- a compulsive 
inhibited ego with tendencies toward repression and a living
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out of projectiTe tieedsv ' - -

The contact vector reflects Incestuous love and hatred8 
adherenee to an‘•idea, and faithfulness/ along with indications 
of an unhappy 'state of living in a dual-union relationship 
and an incestuous adherence to a lost object0

; The most symptomatic reaetion implies that id de
mands are, 11 red out of repressed^ The need to fuss with ; 
the environment has been eliminated5, and a psychologic state 

■ of relative , calmness exists as far as this particular need. ■;
: - is conoerned.c / -

. The root factors indicate ah unsatisfied need for 
masculinitye The subject probably displays a high degree 
of physical activity and- a tendency for uninhibited aggressive 
manifestations,, It would be expected that he would face and- 
fight reality^ It is also indicated that the ego or super
ego does not accept .the demands of the id for ego expansion . ; 
and attempts to eneapaula,te these demands through a process 
of repression^ The subject tries to deny himself the priv
ilege of open narcissism.and' strives■to be regular^

' . ; .. - ; : ;: : 6ASE #5, . -

The choices made by this subject place him in the ..
- drive cdtegofy of “Latent Bisexual it y8 s of. 11 Childish Cruelty066 _ 
People in this category are threatened by a primary latent but



- dynami© ‘bisextiai need and. are disposed toward the paroxysmal 
disorders, anxiety Jaysteria, hystero-epilepsy, epilepsy, 
poriomania, kleptomania and affective crimes® His choices 
also place him"in the category of "Daydreaming and Deper™ 
sonalizatlon®11 Ihese individuals are usually the descendants, 
of eatatonoid personalities® Their family background tends 
to include egocentric, selfish schizoids; cool narcissists; 
undisciplined, seclusive, autistic personalities; asocial 
compulsion neurotics, hypochondriacs; odd persons, and un
realistic unworldly- dreamers® These subjects are not schizoid 
but conductors of pathologic ego systolic trends0. During 
childhood they may manifest■schizoid traits, be silent, se
clusive, and live in an unreal dreamworld® They cling to 
whoever takes care of them® They persist in-a psendomelan- 
cholic state in an autistic world of phantasy®

The. reaction to pictures corresponding to the sexual 
vector indicates a tendency toward sadomasochism, average 
sexuality, and a generally active pattern® y . ,.

The ffeduenoy of change in the paroxysmal vector in
dicates a somewhat unstable emotional pattern® The subject8® 
choices indicate that at times emotions are strictly con
trolled and at others there are sporadic anxiety states with 
aggression® It is further indicated that he experiences' 
states of anxiety with compulsive:impulses and inhibitions®



Other reactions in this rector suggest temporary periods of 
apprehensireness and hysteroid anxiety* panic and.diffuse 
anxiety * and paranoid i ears wit h pro j e c t io n of anxiety * guilt*
• and fear® , ■•

The number of different reactions in the ego rector 
■shows a lack of consistency in the ego pattern and conflict 
regarding the manner In which id- demands are satisfied0 The 
two most frequent reactions indicate a jealous * self-aggres^ 
sire ego* loneliness * and self-torture; and a, deserted, pas^ 
sire * f eminine ego in 'which re jection in personal relation
ships is felto Other reactions in this rector imply a dis
ciplined egos an a,nti-inflatire ego. fighting obSessireness* 
and an ego pattern indicating complete unconscious projections 

- Frequency of.change is seen in the contact rector also 
indicating fluctuation and instability* this time in regard 
to the relationship to the enrironment, In order of frequency, 
the choices made indicate conserratism* loyalty* and anal • 
characteristics; curiosity* and a childish pleasure seeking 
relationship to the world* withdrawal from reality* unhappy 
ties to_the world* a negative attitude toward society, and 
social maladjustment; simultaneous ties to two..objects* enyy* 
and Instability; unrealistic adherence to a lost object* 
restless tension* and. the denial of the importance of enjoy
ment; and searching for a new object* pessimism* and an anti# 
social attitudeo - ' . ... j ■ . ' . . • :



She most s3rm.ptdSiatie reaction-indicates almost eon-: 
scious conflict of. the need to ffctsm ■with ..the environment* 
Shis reaction is often given by Bubjects undergoing a crisis 
with the love object in which they feel abandoned*

She root factor indicating the strongest and deepest 
tensions reveals a strong unsatisfied need for love and 
affection* : . : , .

' - ■ ,1 0A8E #6

• Shis subject belongs to the drive class of "Latent 
8-reed and of Never-ending Search" and to the sub-class 
"Resigned Humanitarianism110 Behavior of individuals in this 
classs Szondl says, shows evidence of a continued search 
for .an object which has been lost or which they are afraid 
of losing* She:need to cling to this object is urgent* 
frantic* and Insatiable* There is an excessive evaluation 
of-this lost object which results in a tendency to cling 
to even lost objects* .

The characteristics of the class "Daydreaming and 
Depersonalization" apply to this subject* These individuals 
are usually the descendants of. oatatonoid personalities* „ 
Their family background tends to include egocentric*' selfish 
schizoids 1 cool narcissists; undisciplined* seelueive, 
autistic personalities; asocial compulsion- neurbfics| hypo
chondriacs; odd persons* and unrealistic unworldly .dreamers*.



These subjects are not schizoid but conductors of pathologic 
ego systolic trendso During. childhood they may manifest 
schizoid traitSs be silent j seclusivej, and live in an unreal 
dreamworldc, They cling to whoever takes care of themo They 
persist in a pseudomel&neholic state in an autistic world of 
phantasyo

The lack of balance throughout this test series causes 
suspicion of pathology in this cas@d

The consistency of the loaded factors throughout the 
entire series in the sexual vector indicates frustration of . 
the need to love and act aggressively> and to be loved:and 
to receive a.ffection0 . ■ '

The choices in the paroxysmal vector counter-indicate 
antisocial behavior and imply strict control of emotions; 
discomfort with whinihgj and anxiety with oompulslve impulses 
and inhibitiona

in the ego -vector,- there is further indication of com
pulsion and inhibition̂ . The choices here also.indicate a 
disciplined or " drill" egOa y V'■ :

Conservatism,, loyalty, and anal oharacteristics, are 
implied by the leading configuration of the contact vector. 
Also indicated is unrealistic adherence to a lost object, 
restless tension, and the denial of the importance of en
joyment ,

. The most symptomatic reaction. Indicates that oral



traits are part of the subject “ s manifest behavior.* Exces
sive Indulgence in eating, drinking, talkings or some other 
form of oral behavior would be expected® it was as though this 
subject was. attempting to establish as many object relation
ships as possible® These individuals are basically dis
satisfied because of the lack of any mature object relationsc 
The second most frequent symptomatic reaction Indicates that 
id impulses are acted out or repressed*

The root factors are those of the sexual vector0 
The deepest underlying tensions in this boy stem from needs 
to love and to be loved® . .

. \ f CAB®-/#? /'■

This subject belongs to what Szondi calls the 61 quad- ' . 
riequivalent drive class®11 This class, Bzondi says, includes 
a rather pathologic group because of the lack of any definite 
vertical structure in their personalities® Be. says there are 
eertufn common characteristics which members; of this cate
gory possess a these are.s nnresolvable and; intimate familial 
attachments« anal sadism, use of coercive mechanisms, and
overt, or latent homo sexuality o :

Individuals giving reactions such that the degree of 
latency Is the same in all four vectors possess a combination ; 
of all of the characteristics Implied in the four drive , ■- 
classes to which they belong®. In the paroxysmal vector he
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belongs to the main drive class i3Latent Fratricide13 subolass
11 Anal--erotlolsm»11 Typical of these Individuals is accumulation
of rage and hatred3 adjustment of a narcissistic type, narcissism,
and rigidityo ■ ■
. The 11 Category of Latent Ego-constrict ion s- » « of Day
dreaming11 includes deseendents of catatonold personalities, 
of ten- ca.tatonie sehizophrenios9 Their family background 
tends to include egocentric, selfish.schizoids 1 cool narcis- . 
sistsj secluelve, autistic personalities; asocial compulsive 
neurotics; hypoehondriacs; odd persons; and unworldly dreamer@0. 
Persons in this class have a tendency to manifest schizoid 
traits, b© silent, seclusive, and live in an unreal dream- 
worldo With progressing age they".tend to manifest hysteric 
or seemingly cycloid manic-depressive features» In the de
pressed phase they tend to be paranoid and shy; in the manic 
phase megalomanic and restlesso. They tend to remain living 
in a dreamworldo hike children they cling to whomever is 
near theme They live in an autistic world of phantasy® Rare
ly do they become manifest sehizophrenlcs or compulsive 
neuroticSo These individuals frequently are fixated at an 
infantile incestuous level of sexuality6 . ,

The subject8 s Choices in the contact vector place him 
in the "Category of Everlasting Loneliness and of Hypomania0"
. Unsatisfied depehdency strivings drive these individuals to
wards compensations for horrors of loneliness and separation



from tiie worleL Included in. this class are frightened. 
ohlldnem; anxiety neurotics; stutterersj behavior problems| 
restless; distractable, busy adolescents; poriomamiaos; 
kleptomaniacs j hypomani© s j manic s; burglars; affect murders;
.etco There Is a basic Inability of the individual to find 
something to which to cling for supports The separation of 
the indiTldual from his love object and his vague reaching - 
out for world possessions without the eapa,city to hold them 
makes for a distraetable f unstable s restless disposition 
and a hostile, sadistic"attitude against the frustrating •
.environmento

Selections in the sexual vector place the subject in 
.the' category of 11 Latent Sadism and Dual Union!sm®' subclass 
Pious. Execution*» The major difficulty in this group 

. stems from an unsatisfied need for.masculinity= They strive 
for the creation of relationship similar to the earlier -re
lationship with the mother»: . This relationship is sadomas
ochistic in nature® There is considerable predisposition 
for pathology in this group®

In the sexual vector the choices indicate a great 
deal of tension stemming from the unsatisfied needs for mas
culinity, aggressiveness, activity, and for love and affection 

The selections in the paroxysmal vector indicate dif
fuse anxiety, panic, fears, hysieroid anxiety, apprehensivenee 
and aggression®
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• r ; :v;: .■ ■frequency of ;etiange:;;in - the ego vector■ indicates. ':':-

• that; any- behavior disorder is probably of a schizoid nature0 
^here is Indication here of compulsion and inhibition5 lone
liness a.nd a feeling of being rejected and deserted, jealousy 
and self=aggression, and anxiety^  ̂ .: •

She contact veetor shows withdrawal from reality with 
: unhappy ties’ to the•world.' social maladjustment^ curiosityj

restless tension and an unrealistic adherence;,;to a idst'
- : object, and conservatism and anal character!stlose • '

■ ; The subject8s most symptomatic reaction shows a very 
loose relationship with material objects* This reaction 
often.is given by Individuals who display an apathetic type 
of f depressiono • .

. The deepest tensions are found in the rs“' factor and 
•• were discussed under the drive category Corresponding to : ■ 

that vector* ' • \ .;' - . . : - ’ ' . . .. /

' v ' ;0iiSE ̂ 8 ’ ' ' . i, i ,

- . : This subject belongs to the .drive cate gory !t Man! o
States,L subclass "Unrelieved Dependency11 It is implied 
that;-the people in this elass possess a latent need to cling 

, dependent ly to some • ob j ®6t in the environment *; Becaus e he. 
is unable to feel that he possess this object securely, he 
probably feels Insecureo The dependence of this subject 

; is probably directed toward his mother* Subjects in this



olass rarely outgrow the oral, sadistic stage; usually show 
propensity for oral activities; and have a disposition for. 
mania, hypomanla, and hypomanio irritative neurastheniac 
There seems to he a 'basic fear of losing the love- object 
and the subject therefore is prone to anxiety statesi

The characterietics of drive class 15Latent Ego-eon- 
strictibn ,» « o of Daydreaming1* apply to this sub jeetc This 
includes .deseendents of catatonoid personalities, often 
eatatonie schizophrenics0 Their family background tends to 
.include egocentric; selfish sGhizoids; cool narcissists; 
seclusiv@r autistie personalities; asocial compulsive neu= 
rotics; hypochondriacs; odd persons; and unworldly dreamers<» 
Persons in this class have a tendency to manifest schizoid 
traits, be silent, seclusive,. and live in an unreal dream- 
worldo .With progressing age they tend to manifest hysteric 
or seemingly cycloid manic-depressive features» In the de- ,. 
pressed phase' they tend to be paranoid. and shy; in the manic 
phase megalomani.c and restless a • They tend to remain living 
in a dreamworldo Like children they cling to whomever is 
near them. They live in an autistic world of phantasy«
Rarely do they become manifest schizophrenics or compulsive 
neurotics*; These individuals frequently are fixated at an ' 
infantile Incestuous leyel bf sexuality&

The sexual vector shows indication of ambivalent 
masculine-feminine identification and sadomasochistic tenden
cies* The lack of tension in the whtt factor indicates that



this -ssbjeet is probably being loved and pampered as though 
he werw a ..small ,ehiM0/ ; ■ .

; v ' fhe Bhdehlying tensiens in this subjeet seem to be in 
the .area of emotional control as indicated in the paroxysmal 
vector* A It seems as though effort is made to control emotion^ 
al outbursts and. as though there is an attempt made to con
ceal the outward display of. more tender emotions*

' i/;;She: .■•ego -vector shows' that uhe narcissistic integrity • 
of /this . individual is maintained through a process of re» '- 
pressiono • The unacceptable id=-demands to fuse with the en= 
vironment' are repressed0 This individual attempts to deny 
himself the privilege of open narcissism* ' ' ’ ",

The strongest need shows up in the contact vector» 
and is oonsistent in the entire series* It is in the area, 
representing the need for emotional dependence* Thlsis a 
■sign'of unsatisfied, frustrated oral needs* However, the 
subject is still optimistic regarding the gratification of 
this;'hegdti. ' ' ' ■' ’v’ ; ■,' : - .

The vectorial signs of this profile point toward' 
ehildish bisexuality, strict control of ©motionss ,a. self- 
coerdlve e g o ' an inability for active identifleatibn, re=: .
pres sion of ego inflative needs., and a strong need for • ;



WZ

: : . . .. : : . case #9 : ;v: : :.v

Tills Individual shows signs , of being slightly rest- :. 
lessy manifesting agitated, erratic behavior and less than 
normal, controls G-eneralized tension is higher than normals 

• The characteristics of the drive category of "Manic 
States * o 0 of Unrelieved Dependency15; apply to this subjeot0 
It is implied that the people -in this class possess a latent 
need to cling dependently to some object in the environment0 
Because,he is unable to feel that he possess this object 
■ securely$, he probably feels insecure©. The dependence of the, 
subject is probably directed toward his mother© Subjects in 
this, class rarely outgrow the oral sadistic stage; usually 
show propensity for oral activities; and have a disposition 
for mania» hypomania, and hypomanic; irritative neurasthenia^ 
There seems to be a.basic fear of losing the love object 
and the subject therefore is prone to anxiety sta.teSo

This young man also fits into the category of Hlatent 
Sadism and Dual Unionism = o © of 'Masochismc w A major dif- ' 
floulty for this individual seems to’be an unsatisfied need ; 
for masculinity© He seems to strive for a dual union similar 
to that which existed earlier with his: mother«, There seems 
to be considerable disposition for pathologyo Pathologic 
forms found In this category are compulsion neurosis, par- , v 
anoid neurotic conditions^ and sexual disturbances© The - ,;



: most severe oases develop towards. paranoid schizophrenia.* •
In the sexual vector there are signs of &■ rather un» .

. satisfactory mascullne-femlnlne identification., bisexual 
v orientationg and unresolved sexual oonfiiet0 '

■ • From the choices in the paroxysmal vector$ it . seems
that ' the need, for emotional display is being fairly well 
lived outo fhere is some attempt to conceal tender emotion- : 

; ■ ality^■howev@r> this tension is relieved periodicallyc Per- • 
haps this release is achieved through some sublimated activity 

In the' ego vector j, there is indication that there is 
a eontinaous effort made by this young man to fuse with his 
environmento: That is, his behavior probably demonstrates 
ego expansive eharacteristics and unaccepted or unwanted id- 

. demands- are probably handled through a process of repression0 
The choices in the contact vector Indicate those 

characteristics described under the - category of 68 ITnrelieyed • 
BependenGy" described in the drive category0 • - ;■

It would be espected.that this individual forms 
rather loose object relationshipso He probably, catheets 
objects easily obtainable and most likely manifests a rather 

: 'apathetic depression* . - - - -■ ' - : %
The deepest underlying- tensions concern the need to 

' be submissive and the need for ego expansion0- - :



, : ; :L : : O^SS #10 : ; ' - :

•̂ ja© major difficulty of this young man seems to be in 
the area of sexual adjustmento According to the test resuitsp 
it appears that he fluctuates between exaggerated masculinityp 
hisexuality, and femininityo The entire sexual sphere seems 
to he in turmoilo ;

This turmoil is reflected in the anxiety, fears, and
. guilt indicated in the P vector0 There are also signs of .
attempts to strictly control emotlonso :

The ego pattern, too, reflects 111 o ® o the has!cally, sex
ual origin11 of this subject1 s energy.,. This young man. would be 
expected to he highly emotional, to feel strong pressures to 
live out needs, and to do everything as though his life de
pends on ito The feminine aspect of this personality In
dicated in the S vector is also indicated in the Sch vector-e.

■The leading vectorial configuration of the contact 
drive, indicates restless tension in which the-person denies 
the importance of pleasured Gomhining, this reaction with 
the next most frequent configuration, which indicates a 
hedonistic, pleasure seeking relationship to the world and 
then the reaction indicating unhappiness, withdrawal, and 
social maladjustment completes the picture of turmoil indi- b 
eated in the S vector<> ; ^

This young man prOhahly reacts;. With feelings of guilt.



anxiety, and fear to Horn©sexual inclinations. " It is' indl- 
/©ated. tnat■he reacts to .these feelings in a self-aggressive - ’
as well as In an antisocial.manner0 He probably tries to 
exaggerate his masculinity in an effort to deny any homo
sexual desires and to satisfy his ego expansive needs.

, The characteristics of the 11 Parricide11 drive class 
apply to this subject, iFhese subjects attempt to deal with 
strong unsatisfied ego diastolic needs0 They may demonstrate 
bizarre behavior of a hysteroid type with periodic clouding 
of consciousnesso There may be obsessive preoccupation with 
ideas of killing some authority figure yet a compulsive 
mechanism preventing its satisfaction» They may have hystero<= 
epileptic seizures of rage, ■ They may show signs of hysterical 
self aggression, and they may resort to narcomania or klep= 
.tomariiaCthey. steal from the '11 persecutor11, usually the parent 
or parent figure), .These'subjects seem to have a latent 
pahahold core which is indirectly effective all through 
life, bringing unhappiness to both the subject a.nd those 
around him0 They a,re disposed to paroxysmal attacks and 
hysterical dimming of consciousness. They seem to be ex
tremely sharp and logical. in their thinking, arousing im-= :■ , 
pressions .of real genius. Even borderline feebleminded men- .,-.b. 
tallties seem to be of outstanding talent in borne one fields 
They might be labeled (l) early paranoia, (2.) psychopathic ' 
personality with hystero-epileptic features, or (3) paranoid



; pseaiMiabeeility„■ Hone of these labels Is aoomrate as eaeh 
.falls' to consider the deep rooted unsatisfied .ego-diastolic 
drive behind the hystero-eplleptio pseudodebilitated b@= 
haviorial front<, Sexually these subjects usually mature late 
are underdeveloped, and masturbate excessively»

; ^48E #11 ' -iy
fhe ratio of the -open'feactions to the plus-minus '

chbices indicates exeited, agitated behavior and lack of ... 
restraint in this subject0 fhe number of - loaded reactions 
implies a large amount of tension present0 ■ . . . .

$he selections made by this young man place him in 
the drive '• class S s minus,, This implies that the Individ-. - 
ual8 s main difficulty stems from an unsatisfied need for ma.s- 
©ulinityV Striving for a sado-masochistics inseparable, ;
dual union lone similar to the early relationship with a 
mother), is typical of these subjects^ The three s plus 
choices indicate’that there is also a tendency for this 
subject to possess characteristics of the drive class 3 s. 
pluso : This group is made up of manipulators and charmers 
whose manner conceal cruelty and aggressiveness»

The need to be the passive recipient of love and a f 
fection is in some -way being lived out much of the time by 
this subject as reflected by the high frequency of open h6 
Bince there is some alternation between this reaction and



plus we can assume that there Is a. periodic satisfaction 
of this need alternating with a conscious or near conscious '
awareness of̂  and need'for# more than has been recelvedo

The sublatent reactions point to a need to fuse with 
the environment# tension directed toward control of emotional 
outbursts# and anxiety over the possible loss of a catheeted 
objecto Also included in this grouping of reactions are in
dications that this subject has a warm social attitude# that 
oral characteristics are probably part of this subject's overt 
behavior# that he attempts to conceal his emotions# that he 
has a Vivid phantasy life# and that he has a tendency to day 
dr@am0 This individual probably has certain narcissistic 
qualities-* He has a tendency to encapsulate unwanted or un
accepted impulseso He tries to deny himself the privilege of 
open narcissism in his attempts to be regular0 It would be. 
expected that he forms sentimental attachments so strongly 
that he may become inconsolable at any loss© The test in
dicates that he is probably loyal# idealistic# conservative# 
rather passive# and clingingo

The deepest underlying tension is found in the s 
factor6 The seven minus- choices Imply an ability to sublimate 
aggression and to transform motor energy into intellectual 
energy* It indicates lack of identification with the mas
culine role and possibly masochistic characteristics* This 
subject is perhaps over-sensitive toyreal or imagined in-



suits wkieii- ca.n result in ideas of referenee». The two oppos
ing reactions in the S.faetdr indieate eonfliet in the sexual 
areaA ; ': . ; ' : . - ,  ̂- -:;

Patho1ogioal1y this young man’ s test profile, indicates 
that there may he difficulty in. sexual adjustment;'that there 
is probably a compulsive quality to his behaviorj and there 
may be a disposition toward ankiety, hypoohondriag hysteriag 
and paranoid neurotic conditions<» .

* - : . ■ : o A s m .fiz, f - ; '■ -; i \ ;

This individual gave more plus-minus than open reaction 
■fhis indicates compulsivej, over-controlled behavioro'. Sight 
of his choices are; classed.as loaded$ having four or more 
selections made in.the same factor in the same direction0 
This indicates tension in excess of what may be. considered 
normal* ' • ' : v. \V- :

This subject belongs to drive class S h plus0 This 
implies that he is threatened by a latent bisexual needi 
The "h* factor remained plus throughout the ten administra
tions ̂ although it was never loaded* This can be interpreted 
as a normal and healthy sign* ' However/ the s factor was. 
plus-minus throughout the series. This implies an ambivalent : 
masculine-feminine Identification^ sexual conflicts and sado# 
masochistic .tendencieso- - " . : / .

The general plus minus quality of the P vector indi»



-vv -  ̂ ^  ■
eates ©tMc'al eoiatrol6. That is, the need to control emotional 
OHtWrsts and to conceal the more tender emotions, is felt by 
'tbis subjecto The plus-minus, minus, and open e reflects the 
changes in the area of emotional tension which can be expect
ed and be considered normal since the changes are gradual and 
there is no loading of the factor^

In.the Schveotor the high frequency of plus-minus k 
indioates that tension in the ego area is handled by means 
of introjeotion and repression^ Ssondi terms the reaction 
plus-minus open the Unfaithful Masculine Ego® and the re
action found in the next highest frequency the Sl Self-coercive 
Ego18 o It is Implied in this reaction that active identlflea= 
tion with the environment is difficult for this subject,.

The most loaded reaction throughout the series is . 
found in- the m factor., This strong plus m coupled with a 
fairly strong minus d Indicates a strong need to cling to. 
any eathedted objecto Usually the attachment will be to one 
specific object, which may be a person, thing, idea, or idea 
of a persono It indicates a certain passivity toward objects& 
Being forced to separate with a cathected object may be a 
very painful experience for this subject. Subjects giving 
this reaction often cling to intangible ideas, demonstrate 
ah eXaggerated'loyalty, and have basically an incestuous fix
ation on the cathected object* The thought of an object may 
give as much satisfaction as the thing itselfc



■ ' ' : "  . V . '  :? : 5®.;.
PaSholegioally ©ne or more of the following conditions 

may he presents compulsion.neurosis, hypochondriac anxiety, 
homo sexuality> stuttering, paroxysmal disorders such as 
anxiety hysteria and hysteroepilepsyV and paranoid disorders„ .

: \ \ \ ■ 0ASB;#13 ; .. ' ■ ::

The test results of this young man indicate that he 
is extremely tenses This is made evident from the many : 
heavily loaded factors ..throughout his series«, •;;l - /■

The greatest amount of tension is seen in the h factors
All six h photographs werexchosen as likes bn one- admihistra-
: . ■■■. .. \ ' ■ - . : tion, five chosen as likes on 'eight, and four on one* There
was.no counterhalancing in thê --dislike column. anywhere in the
serieso This consistently/heavy. loading with no counterbal-&

h, ' V -' ' - ' ..■■■ ■- . - . . .ancing is indicative of /a pathoibgic’ condition in this-areas 
It ..is- implied hy this ty'pe of reaction that an extremely ■ 
strong need exists for loy© and'affection of a passive feminine 
natureo The loading in this factor, indicates real immaturity 
and feminine Identification^'

.. The characteristics of drive classes (3 m plus, and S h 
plus .probahly apply to this individual« That is, there is 
probably a latent need to cling dependently, an inability to 
posseSs an object •-securelys:- an unstable object relationship,
: and'an oral -sadistic quality to his behavior! He is probably 
threatened by a bisexual need*



•v '■  f3ae gemeral'laek of balance throughout the whole prbh
file Is indleatlTe of a rather deep rooted and severe problem^ 
The lack of oounterbalanoing in addition to the heavy loading 
and completely open reactions are very signifioahto

The open quality of the.by factor indicates that there 
is a living out of the need for perceptible manifestation of 
libidOo . 'That is.3 exhiMtionlstic needs are satisfied and. are . 
part of manifest behavior* This behavior is typical of the . 
so-called hysteroid individualo ■ ■

The general open quality found in the e reactions India 
cates that emotions are steadily discharged,, The open d re==' 
actions indicate a rather loose object relationship with no: 
strong Behtimehtal attachments . formed» r ' :

Pathologically there seems to be considerable indiea= 
t ion of difficulty & There seems to be considerable disposition;' 
toward; h'hystero-epileptic type of behavior resulting from a . 
pathologic need for infantile affection* He is probably prone, 
to anxiety ;states during .which he demonstrates manic or hypo- 
manic oharacteristicSo He might be termed an emotionally un
stable psychopathic personality with certain compulsive fea,=> 
tureso Paranoid disorders and stuttering are also indicated* .

1 ; . : - dASE #l4 . - - 'i

This young man8 s reaction to the pictures place him. in 
the drive category of; "fnrelieved Dependency®111 , It,is implied p



that, the people in this class possess a latent need to cling 
dependently,. to some object in the environment0 Because he is 
unable to feel that, he possesses this." object securely, he 
probably: feels Insecure^ The deperidence of this subject is. 
probably directed toward his mqther» Subjects lb this class 
rarely outgrow the oral Sadistic stage; usually show propensity 
for oral activities; and.haye a disposition for mania, hypomanla 
and hypomanic Irritative neurasthenia,. There seems to be a 
basic fear of losing the love object and the subject therefore , 
is prone to anxiety states* " t -

His choices in the sexual vector indicate that neither 
feminine tenderness nor masculine aggressiveness is accepted 
in an unmodified form* His sexual energy is sublimated and 
there is a tendency to intellectualIze these needs* The 
leading Vectoria,! configuration-Is indicative of a high frus
tration tol era,nce and a humanistic and socially positive at-= 
titude* People giving this reaction frequently manifest hys= ' 
teroid symptoms^ : ‘ :

In the paroxysmal vector there-is Indication of emotiOn= 
al instability* It would be expected that this boy would have 
oeriodic emotional outbursts* Anxiety with compulsive im
pulse s and inhibition and fears are also indicatedB

The choices made in the ego vector are those of a, nar
cissist io, obsessive , and eccentric ego * The choices here 
correspond, with those in the sexual vector * That is, humane



it&riazi v tendencies ■ sublimation of drives would be ex-
peotedo This configuration indicates ego inflation and ineb 
trojeotlone Meording to Szondij, this subject identifies 
with his emotional needs and does not feel the necessity of 
conforming with social standards*. The second most frequent 
configuration in this vector indicates that he is driven to 
live out his needsc The ego is inflated with great ideas and , 
plans coupled with feelings of inability to obtain them.
The individual j, being aware of the environmental limitations 
and barriers to his expansive needs, tends to repress them0 
He may show a verbal worldliness but actugl awkwardness0

' The meaning', of the choices made in the contact vector 
.are summed up in the description of the drive category to 
which he .belongs>> / ■ v ̂ ̂ : . " '

This subject most symptomatic reaction Indicates • 
something is being acted out which has eliminated the ten
sion surrounding the heed for recognition and exhibition0 
That'is, he probably shows emotional reactions openly and 
generally manifests Jay steroid characteristics* He also 
probably demonstrates a rather loose object relationshipo •

The deepest underlying tensions stem from a denial of 
the need for passive affection and femininity* This is in
dicative of humanitarian love and eounterindicates serious' 
forms of pathology * :• ; .



This in&iviaw^ W  the drive category 11 Latent
Bisexuality and Ohildish Oruelty18 8.People in this category 
are threatened by a primary latent but dynamic bisexual need 
and are disposed toward Ji<, the paroxysmal. disorders, anxiety ' 
hysteria, hystero-epilepsy, epilepsy, poriomania,, kleptomania 
and affective crimesj and 2<>'paranoid depression and paranoid 
s chi zophreni a»

The various choices made in the'sexual vector indicate 
infantile or senile .sexuality with aggressiveness, a, tendency 
to sadomasochism, sexuality of the average person, and passive 
ity and goal Inversions The frequency of change in the .s 
factor causes suspicion of a, problem. in this area0 ; - -

In the paroxysmal vector, the leading 'configuration ■.
indicates projection of fears, guilt, and anxietys The high 
frequency of change Indicates a disturbed emotionality, fears, 
anxiety, panic, and apprehensiveness« , :

There is also a high frequency of change exhibited in 
the ego vectoro The general patterning indicates that the 
subject is narcissistic and his Id-demands find direct ful-= 
fillmento Frustration is liable to result in violent venge® 
ful reactionso He structures his environment according to 
his own, needs, and. acts out his need tensions without their 
first becoming eonscieuso - •;



fhe picture in the contact vector is also one of in
stability =, Ihe -high frequency of change here is ihdicative
of no. Gonsistent felt relationship to the environmento "There 
is Ihdieation of withdraw! from reality^ social maladjustment, 
unhappiness5, fear of losing the .love object, conservatism, ad- 
herenc'©. to the lost object, search for a new object, and un
happy ties to the worlds . ' ... -

The symptomatic reaotion open d implies a rather loose
type of object relationship: in.which the individual catiheets 
.opjeots easily obtainable0 Subjects giving this reaction 
often are in; a state of ape-thetio depresslon0 '

. The greatest-amount of tension is found in the h factor 
This factor is strongly loaded throughout the whole serleso 
This implies a strong need for this individual to be the re
cipient of love and affection, and an identification with fem
inine characteristics:, It must be assumed that this is the 
deepest, strongest, and least satisfied need in this individ
ual's drive structure^ .. .

■V- : OASE #16

This subject belongs to the drive.category Szondi calls 
69Latent Sadism and Dual Unionism” subclass ”Pious Execution®» 
Subjects in this class, Szondi sa.ys, have, an unsatisfied need 
for masoullmityo They tend to form.an inseparable union.with 
■a partner in which they torment each other but are unable to



parte They are usually manipulators and charmers whose man
ner conceals cruelty and; aggressiveness* This group Includes 
a number of sexually underdeveloped individuals^

The indications found in the sexual'vector as well as.• 
in the drive category are that this individual has a tendency
• toward activity, sadism, childish hisexuality, and gradual. : 
emergence of the sexuality of the ^average1’ person0

. In the paroxysmal vector the leading configuration 
counterindicates serious antisocial behavioro It indicates 
that the subject is making an effort to control emotional 
outbursts of a negative type and to express more tender emo^ 
tions0. This reaction is coupled with one indicating hysteroid 
anxiety and apprehensiveness and another indicating conflict 
regarding the need to release and to control emotional out-
' bursts and displaye r , ' ;

In the ego vector the. choices indicate that repression 
is. a frequently used method of dealing with unaccepted ego
• expansive tendencies* The interpretation here^ I feel, is
/ that this boy has become aware of the environmental limita
tions to his expansive desires and the tension has been ab
sorbed through the process of repression^

The contact vector reveals an unhappy .relationship to 
the world, withdrawal, and social maladjustment*; There is al
so a childish pleasure-seeking attitude revealed«, Perhaps 
the first reaction mentioned’above is due to, frustration



@f the secondo There is also an indication that this boy is 
strongly; attached to some lore object that he 'has either lost 
or has a strong fear nf; losing®, v :.

From the open (symptomatic) reactions given, it-would 
be expected that this young man9 s manifest beharior would 
show a living out of the need for passive affection, a low 
level of sexual , energy, a. loose ob ject relationship, and - "
periodic apathetic states of depression^ . ' -

The root factors indicate that the deepest tensions * 
that this boy has result from frustration of the need for u&= 
hibited aggression, open nareisslsism, and emotional display» 
He probably has a vivid phantasy life and tends to day-dream*

Since the degree of latency is the same-in both the S 
and the 0 vector it would be expected that the characteristics 
of both drive classes S s plus and G d  minus would apply to 
this.subjecto The drive class S s plus indicates latent sa= 
dism and dual unionism0 This reaction is often given by 
manipulators and charmers whose manner conceals cruelty and , ; 
aggressiveness® The 0 d minus category Szondi calls the 
category of 11 Latent Greed and Never Ending Search*3 = With the 
subjects in this class the need to cling is urgent, frantic, 
and insatiable0 There is a self deprecia,tion, self accusa
tion, and excessive evaluation of the lost object6 Often



teere Is excessive identification^ Subjects in this category 
form a.n ideal image of the lost object, and show some self 
aggression and increased need for affection. People in this 1 
class are often the 11 stick-to.=itli typei They are love parte 
ners of the totally consumed type. They are ready to fore
go the' pleasures of the world for the-sake of the object.

- The open m reaction indicates that oral traits are 
part- of the manifest behavior." It indicates sexn&l■ immaturity. 
The -Sub jeet - seems to be eating, up the'world in an effort- to - : 
establish as many object relations as possible. These subjects 
often appear happy-go-lucky but basically they.are dissat
isfied because of lack of mature love object relationship^

The highest number of plus-minus reactions are found 
in the h factor. This is indicative of unsatisfactory mas- 
cuiihe-feminine identification and bisexual orientation0 The 
general- pattern of the sexual vector shows a tendency toward .' 
normal sexuality with fluctuations in the direction of bisex- - 
.ualityj.- and Of unsatisfactory: identification and periodic  ̂ ;
drainage of masculine sexual tension.: ,This may be the result " ' 
of masturbation or some other form of sexual activity. :

. :The heed for discharge of emotional- tension and a 
oohourrent need to conceal emotions is displayed in the 
paroxysmal vectoro This young man succeeds at times in rid
ding himself of this tension, but at: others he experiences . 
conflict regarding the need to release and to control emo-



ti©Bal; dtsqiiai,g@o ■ v _ , /' ; ;v
Fr©m the reactions in the ego Tee tor 5, it would /be ex- 

peo'tea; tliat this individual would he narelssis11 e 3 ohsessive # 
and eooentrlCo; He probably identifies with all objects ca— 
theeted regardless of their contradictory natureo

There is a great deal of variability found in the con
tact veo tor indicating an unstable.and rather unsatisfactory 
adjustment to the environmento

OASE : ; : i.

Because the proportional relations.of latencies show 
such small numerical difference this young man belongs to the 
quadriequivalent drive. class* Bzondl says this class in*- 
eludes a rather pathologic group because of the lack of any 
definite vertical structure in their personalities = He says - 
::there are certain common characteristics which members of 
this ca,tegory possesss these are; unresolvable and intimate, 
familial attachments, anal sadism, use of coercive mechanisms 
and overt or. latent hqmosexuality,

.Summarizing the characteristics indicated by each of 
the main classes into which this boy falie the following 
description emerges; from the paroxysmal vector there is in
dication of paranoid patterns and shiftlessnessj the contact 
vector shows psychopathic shiftlessness, restless and infan
tile searching;, and the ego vector indicates that compulsion



neuroses may be covering up homosexuality And that there may 
be paranoid ego dlsturbanoes,

3b® Ghoiees in the sexual vector show a general trend 
toward normal.sexuality* The choices in both factors show 
tension in.a positive direction indicating the acceptance of 
the need for masculine activity and the need to receive love . 
and affeotiono ■ •

The•leading configuration in the paroxysmal vector 
indicates paranoid fears and the release or discharge of the 
more violent emotions coupled with desires to eoneeal the 
more tender emotions» ' ' / " • • : •

The. reactions to the pictures in the eg© vector indi
cate the ego'has been broken down by the pressures of the 
environment and the individual has accepted the need to .con
form* • This Ssondi calls the '’Drill Egort =, This is the major 
reaction throughout all ages* This configuration is rarely 
given by intellectuals and Implies latent destructive tenden«= ' 
eieso ■ ■

There is high variability displayed in the. contact vec
tor* This may mean unsatisfactory and unstable adjustment to 
the environment. The general patterning indicates social mal
adjustment e .

The symptomatic reactions are found in the e and m fac
tors* We would, therefore, expect to see in the subject’s, 
overt behavior periodic discharge of emotions and a living out



of oral ii@ed.8o

TJae most symptomatio reaction in this young man's test 
series is in the d faotor0 The six open reactions indicate 
that the area of least tension in his drive pattern has to do 
with material objects* This.implies a rather easy going or 
apathetic relationship to objectb* This subject neither feels 
the urge to appropriate new objects or value highly the things 
he,hase : '

In general5, there is a fairly consistent pattern of 
tension throughout the rest of the profile* No single factor 
is consistently more heavily loaded than any of the remaining 
ones* This implies that there is no single drive area that 
is in greater need to b© lived out than any of the others* .

The vector having the greatest difference in the de
gree ©f latency of the factors is 0* Since the # factor is 
more latent than the d this subject belongs to drive class 
0 m plus* Szondi says individuals in this class have a la
tent need to cling dependently* They are unable to possess 
an object securely and they.feel Insecure even-If in reality 
they do possess the object* Relations with objects- are un^ : 
stable as the relation with:the mother once was*. They never 
outgrow the oral sadistic stage* There seems to be a pro
pensity for oral activities* There is a disposition for



mania, hypomanla9 and hypomanlc IrritatiTe neurastheniao 
These subjeets are prone to anxiety states due to a basic 
fear of losing the love objects

Throughout the four vectors this subject showed the
most frequently given reactions for his age* His most fre
quent reactions may be interpreted as follows? (l) S plus • 
plus - healthy sexuality of average person;(2) P minus minus ^ 
diffuse anxiety, fears of death or insanity; (3) Sch minus 
minus - disciplined, realistic, 11 drill1’ ego; (4) 0 open plus - 
mature relationship to world, oral attachments0 Combining 
the interpretations of each of these vectors gives a picture 
of a comparatively normal “average11 boy a

Pathologically the only syndrome present in the pro
file is that of diffuse anxiety, or what Anna Freud^ terms 
drive anxiety! This is consistent with the interpretation of 
the drive classo The P a.nd 0 reactions indicate there may 
be some tendency t© stuttero If the plus m were to change to 
a minus m, mania or hypomanla would be indieatedo (Syndrome 
of mania and hypomanla: s plus, k minus, d open, and m 'minus)

Anna Freud, “The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense,61 - 
London/Hogarth Press, 193?»



63
' : ' ; OSSB :#20: ;

.The la.rge numher of open hy reactions in this subject8 s; 
test series Indicates; a rather "hysteroid” quality to his be- - 
haviori This may take the form of acting out certain com
pulsive ritualso The general tendency of the e factor to be 
minus implies lash of controls impulsive behavior/ the pos
sibility of emotional putbursts:3 and accumulation of crude . 
affeot« The changing quality of .this factor indicates the 
building up of emotional tension and .subsequent release and . 
suggests the possibility of pathology in this area® The mi
nus and plus minus reactions in the k factor indicate -that re
pression is a frequently used mechanism of dealing with id- 
demandso- Emotional independence seems to be a central prob
lem with this individual® : ;

The most frequent^reaction in the h factor is;plus® - 
This implies a heed for the subject to be the recipient of 
love, affection, •;tehdernesŝ '.i''ahd;N̂ pp.therlngM a The minus p . 
reaction indicates unconscious pro.j@ctionfl The need to fuse 
with the environment is not recognized by the subject» Agains 
the frequency of change in this factor also indicates the pos
sibility of pathology* The minus m reaction indicates witha 
drawalj sadness, and coldness in interpersonal relations0 
This is an Indication-of frustration of early oral needsG: ,

The .constancy of plus s Indicates, a need for physical:



■■activity, and aggressiom The minus d reaction suggests strong 
ties to material objects whiGh are highly valued,,

The vectorial reaction S plus plus Indicates aGtivity 
ready to be discharged*. The mirror reversal of open plus to 
plus open gives some eause to suspect pathology* In psycho^ 
ses the S plus plus reaction is most frequently given in manias. 
hypomanio excitmenf and epilepsyo '

The'reactIon minus ©pen in the P vector indicates spor
adic anseiety states with aggression* Again,, the mirror re
versals give evidenoe of pathology In this area» ; This time . 
there are two sueh. ehe-ngeŝ  both from minus open to open minust 
; In the Sob. vector there are two types of change causing
suspicion of pathology*; One of these is a mirror reversal 
from plus-minus minus to minus plus-minus0 Ther other is a re
versal from plus plus to minus minus* The frequency of change 
in this vector especially in the p factor gives strong indi
cation for the existence of a paranoid process * All possible 
positions of the p factor are present*

Similarly9 in the 0 vector the amount pfchange sug
gests. pathology0' The reactions plus minus,: open minusminus 
minus, plus plus-minus, and minus plus-minus are reactions in- . 
dicating pessimism, antisoGlal attitudes, spclal maladjust
ment, unhappy ties, hegativism, withdrawal,. restlessness, un
happiness, hopeless conflict, and depression*

This young man belongs to the.quadrl-equlvalent drive



'olasB-j whteh includes a rather pathologic group ■because of 
the lack of any definite vertical structure in their person** 
alitieso Summarizing the consistent indications of the four 
• categories the following characteristics emerge; P e minus 
indicates paroxysmal tachycardiaj, eompulsivity^ kleptomania^ 
and other epileptic equivalents9 Accumulation of rage and 
hatred, use of adjustment, channels of. the k type which makes. ; 
forr narcissism and rigidity in behavior and thinking; and'the 
striving - for the'creation;of an inseparable union with a 
partner similar to the earlier relation with the mother in 
which they torment each other but are unable to part are 
characteristics also found in members of this class0 There 
is considerable predisposition for pathology0 In the drive ■ 
class S s plus are . included manipulators and charmers whose 
manner conceals cruelty and aggressivenesse The Sch p com
ponent indicates a tendency toward paranoid panic which often 
results in paroxysmal hysterical attacksa The general mod®. 
of adjustment for those falling In;;this group is of the 
hystero-epileptic type* .Latent, paranoid states are implied ; 
by the Sch p minus configuration* ;Subjeots in this class 
try to.avoid paranoid turmoil by using coercive and hysteric 
defense mechanismso. The inclusion in the Bch p plus category 
indicates that 'susceptibility to disease is considerable, 
particularly to a type of paranoid psychosis on an epileptic 
basis* Included in this class would be such things as
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epil̂ ptold. temper tantrums, hystero- @pi 1 eptio suioide at- ' 
tenrpts, jealousy motivated murder, and paroxysmal sex 
crimes6 The 0 class Ssdndl calls the category of ®Latent- 
Greed and Never Ending Search^"

The following syndromes are present In this test 
series: antisocial aggression, epilepsy and its equivalents, 
a,nd drive anxietyo

Summarizing the consistent indications in this test 
series there is strong evidence Supporting- a conclusion of 
the existence of pathology in this case. It would be ex
pected that if such a personality disorder does exist it 
would be of a hy@teroid-epileptoid-para.noid nature# ie@© 
hy stero-ep 11 epsy epil eptic-paranoiao In addition to the ’ 
above, this boy could probably be described as Impulsive s 
aggressive, withdrawn, sad, cold,-pessimistic, antisocial, 
maladjusted,.restless, and depressed. In general, the test 
seems to indicate a rather pathologic individual© ;v



CASS HISTORIES

CASE HISTORY #1

■ This -18 year old boy was a pro duet of incest and was 
adopted a,t 7 months. As a child he was introverted, seclu= 
sive, and preferred to play alone. He had an imaginary ’ 
friend for years and.reported hearing a » the voice of 
0-od from Mount Sinai o *

He has been described as being a disturbed and hal
lucinated individual and by the age of 1# was. listed as in
corrigible 0 ' He has 1111 o o o shown a chronic maladjustment 
over the yearso51 He has bizarre reactions and is an admitted 
homosexual but has been unable to become involved in recipe 
rocal relationss He is extremely effeminate, walking and 
talking In a very affected way,
’ . - Early psychiatric diagnosis was dementia praecox and
latent homo sexuality{This psychiatrist described him as . 
being soft spoken, effeminate. Impulsive, careless, very 
sensitive, overly excitable,. rebellious, and undemonstrative« 
He went on to say that the boy is seelusive, introverted,
withdrawn, and has ma.ny bizarre physical complaints and is

" ' : : ' . . , ' ' ' ■■ . . ■ : ; '!■ ■. . 
fearful of the group,: hater psychiatric diagnoses places
him In the hebephrehic classification.



; : Recent psychological examination has repealed schizoid
tendencies and expressed feelings that others a.re not treat-- 
ing him fairly and are taking advantage of hinio He said 
that / they- criticize .him tan justly6 R ' -

; GABS HlgTOm #2 . ; ':V' 'v
After this 15 year old boy8 s parents were divorced 

he lived fof-"a time with, maternal relatives and with his V' 
- mothera: Then^ becads® of difficulties with his mother« he 
went to live; with his father, and stepfflothero His stepmother 
has involutional melancholia^ While he was living with his ' 
parents 3, he overheard them quarreling frequently and experi= 
'enced parenta.1 dishonestyo' '

Psychiatric examination of the boy yielded a number of 
observationso (l) He gives the impression of bold deeds$ but 
his manner of speaking is far in, advance of M s  menta,! under
standing <, Ĉ J He feels' rejected and does not feel close to 
any©a®o The doctor' called him a ^professional, skeptic|5) 
He has a fanatic personality^ (4) He is a passive homosexual 
with evidence of overt activity, although he is of the anal 
erotic .typeo (5) His attitude is somewhat paranoid and he . 
may feel better under authority than when thinking indepen^ 
dently because of a feeling of Inadequacy« , .

In the boarding school situation he is aggressive. 
often disturbing the class by efforts to enhance his status$,
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.one aetiTity to another in quick succession^ is 
antagonistlos stuhhopn^ and belligerent» When disciplined 
he Is aggressive and obnoxiousa Be can not maintain interest 
in ansr activity and will hot complete the tasks that he be- - 
gins* He is desirous of affection and security yet takes 
undue advantage of. attentions shown him* He has a strong 
need to gain attentions is overly concerned with sexual 
matters, has an inner core of real depression, is very sen
sitive about his bodily proportions/ and does not recognize 
the difference between trivial and serious offenses* He. ■
never'writes to his mother and says that relations are 
strained between him and his father* Informal group sit
uations he is. rather crude since he questions the need for 
good manners and speech* He has stated that he does not 
believe in Hod and has misbehaved in chureho He displays • . 
a large amount of motor activity yet gives the impression of 
being always tired* h \

He is selfish and dominating* sometimes to a psycho
pathic degree*' His frustration tolerance Is' nil* He has a 
fanatic personality filled with suspicion and mistrust* He 
expects unfair treatment, and feels the world is against him 
and that he can trust no one* He is obstinate and opinionated 
having fixed ideas* He builds up a whole system.of unrelated ; 
ideas, many; of which are untrue* This system of erroneous 
convictions has developed to such a, degree that practically
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nothing can be'done to save his personality from becoming per^ 
manently twisted and warped® •

This boy had pneumonia at the age of three months when 
he was taken from his parents because of■mistreatmentc He 
was adopted at six months and at this time he was malnourishedo, 

His foster mother was a hypomanio and had obsessions 
abotit oleanlinesso His relationship with her was poor® At 
the age of ten years he was diagnosed as cerebral palsy*

His attitude regarding school was negative and his 
adjustment was poor® His 1 oQ,o is 82 and at the age of thlra 
teen he was. working at a third grade level® Be attempts to \
inject sexual content into inhocent verbalizations of M s  
peers® The school psychiatrist' diagnosed him as a psycho^ ' ..
pathie personality®. His school 'report' states that at times, 
he becomes confused^ disorganized5, and incapable of perform# 
ing tasks that he formerly did with successe He may cry in 
class for no apparent, reason® " His retention is often poor 
when he is generally depressed^ In writing he sometimes 
forgets how to form certain letters® He has periods of de
pression, is compulsive5, becomes loud and abusive, is social
ly antagonistic,, and resists partieipation. He has little 
respect for the rights of others, is described as being lone
ly, insecure, impetuous, and self centered® He alternates



between witMrawal and extroversiona is aggressive, and'resist 
'tant^'andbas a negative attitud@0 ..

Interpretation of Rorsehaoh responses indioa-t© a great 
deal of free floating anxiety, aggression against mother and 
fatter fignres, and too mature phs.ntasy0 Some responses on 
the Blnet and Weehsler were schizoid in character^

‘ It was ooneluded that this boy displays a type of dis
organization based on a deep sense of inferiority and a con- 
fusion regarding .his, role* . ' ' .

, CASE HISTORY #4. "

This boy was struck by an automobile at the age of 5 
and was left with symptoms of cerebral palsy= He was un
conscious for 3 -weeks following the accident during which 
time he was very spastic6 ’ When he regained consciousness . f . 
he was completely paralyzedo

At the age of 6§ he had his first attack of petit 
mal. epilepsy and showed periodic convulsions for the next - 
18 monthso His. mother reports that many attacks were f eigned 
in order to obtain his own way« ' ' -1

During a recent trip with a psychologist he talked 
about •his desire to do wrong, and said that he would like to 
push her off a cliff and kill hera. He said the devil always, 
made him want to do things like that but God prevented him 
from doing it* It was the opinion of this psychologist that
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■tjfeii's .Taoy needs considerable personal attention and affection^

bursts of aggression andtantrumSo He is given to tattling.

His behavior is erratic and he requires close supervision*•
He has a desire to show his superiority and to dominate his 
group* He is reckless, has a daredevil attitude., and ex
hibits lack of caution* He responds to sympathy with gushing 
and effusive reactionss He alternates between suspicion and 
abject devotednesSo He is oversensitive, austentatious, 
domineering,, and egotistlealo

This boy^s father tended to be a withdrawn young man,
■ had a cleft palate, refused to conform, and underwent psycho
analysis after he completed college* The boy8 s maternal 
grandfather committed suicide*

Bladder control was not achieved in this boy until he 
was five years oldo As a young child he was a behavior 
problem, perhaps partially because of tension in the home* 
Psychiatric examination when he was four years old resulted 
in foster home placement» Difficulty in the foster home re» 
suited in his being sent to a special school when he was five 
years old* Examination while at this school resulted in an

His school report states that he has periodic out-

rationalizes and exaggerates mistreatment from others, is 
highly excitable, craves affection, and likes to rough-house*



opinion of possible subcartieal brain damage with aphasia^
His attitude made testing practically Impossible,, i '

The Hqrsohaoh revealed an abundance of schizophrenic ' 
signs an impairment of reality* but absence of systematized 
delusionso There were oppositional tendencies direoted out- 1 
wardly against the world, poor adaptive effortss and a lack 
of expan sive ideat i on 0 It was indicated that the subject 
was unstables impulsiveg and had explosive emotional■reactions* 
There were signs of strong anxiety, of guilt feelings$ de
pression ̂ deterioration, and perseveration^ The examiner re
ported that rapport vras 'very difficult to establish, that he ' 
was distractable, he bit his fingernails continuously, and 
showed signs of negativism^. The record was very suggestive 
of chronic schizophrenia^

OABS HISTOHZ #6 , ' / . , :

At 4 years of age this boy was diagnosed as cerebral-.• 
palsy,' probably caused by the Sh factor» He was unable to ' 
hold his head up until age 3 i and bowel and bladder con
trol were not gained until age 5° As an infant he had dif
ficulty suckinge At age 1 he had pneumonia with residual 
recurrences for 3 years. At age 3 years 9 months he had a ■; 
tracheotomyo At age 4 years 2 months he wa,s diagnosed as 
athetbid non-tension •qnadriplegla due to erythroblastosis*
He has been under treatment for alopecia areata of the scalp



prolDaMy due to nervotie opndItiGn«
The relationship hetween the parents was strained 

from the time of his birth and they were divorced when the 
: boy'was four years oldc His father drank excessively,. His 
mother admits that she was inconsistent in her attentions to 
the boyo They may have rejected him from an early age. 

Psychiatric examination reveals that the. boy has 
.superior Intelligence, The report states that there is 
lisping and uncertain speech* incoordination/ involuntary : 
drooling* athetold movements* perseverance* and intense fix
ations/ It went on to say that his school work is rather 
uncertain and Irregular* that he is easily disturbed and 
frustrated, his social adjustment is uneven * he indulges in 
infantile sex play that he is compulsive/ and that there is 
. constant scratching of the skin*, ■

The working diagnosis is cerebral dysarthria, mani
fested in partial hemiplegic condition, athetoid movements, 
spastlc/Like speech, and drooling. The probable cause is a 
cerebral birth injury0 - y : ' //' 1

Psychological examination ât age 9 discovered signs0 
' of withdrawal, emotional blocks, insecurity, inconsistencies 
■ and possibly organic, brain damage» His abillties ranged 
from genius to borderline/ He displayed a low threshold 
of frustration tolerance/ anxiety, fears, and hysterical be
havior e . ... / , / '. - /
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fh® test results .suggested, either a prepsyohotlo and 

pathofdrale condition or post symptoms of previous psychosis» 
His thinking is unrealistic and shows excessive use of phan^ 
tasy0 He lives in a dream worlds He is ennretlc. Is a rest=; 
less sleepers and is easily distracted. There are signs of 
generalized anxietyj, difficulty in self control} fear of his 
environment and of the future/ and poor affections! relation^ 
ships. There are indications of general disintegration.

. The subject8s educational report states that he needs
constant motivation. His greatest desire is to get 100$ on
■ ■ , ' ■ ' ' ' ■ the work that he does. He becomes very disturbed if he makes

an error. There Is a great deal of tension.and anxiety about
his parental situation. He can1t understand the divorce and
discord. His mother11 s letters upset him.

0AS1 HISTOHI #7

This boy has a Wechsler IsQ. of 33° He has been dl^ 
agnosed as a high grade mongoloid. He has made no progress 
in school and is resistant to school activities. He has a 
large number of phantasies.

In the classroom he is not very cooperative and ex
tremely lethargic5 thus constant supervision is necessary.
He is shy . and nonebmmunicative with strangers living in a 
dreamworld of phantasy and autistic thinking. He is apathet
ic -and is constantly a follower/ has no idea of respect for



property5 and has a tendency to masturbate before falling 
asleep. In psycho drama, great amounts of anxiety and un= 
certainty are expressed* . .

fhere are indications of delusions, although he is 
generally indifferent about everything. He is rather rigid 
and is fixated on Western thrillers on ToYo

„ is

Case history information on this subject is very lim
ited.. . It was ■'reported- that the parents were very reluctant 
to discuss the easei / :

The .mother - Ŵ s' pregnant for six months before she was 
aware of ity Forceps were used at birth leaving deep in
dentations in .the frontal part of the baby8 s skull. Labor . 
lasted for 36 hours. She baby was underdeveloped at birth, 
with large amounts of hair covering his body and lacking 
finger and toe nails* ■ ' . .

As an infant, he had difficulty sleeping. At 6 months 
he had convulsions., and ran a high temperature, at the age 
of 4 years he had measles and ran a temperature of 106 de— . 
grees, and at 9 years he fell from a bicycle and had a brain 
concussion. Following the accident, he began having four 
grand mal epileptic seizures a day. He became a serious 
behavior problem when he was: 12 years old® ...
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: : During high school age this boy ran away from home -
several tlmeso He hid hot have many friends and it is re
ported that he yielded to negative influences too easilyc 
He appeared In probation court for running away« At age 14 • 
he was taken out of public school and put in a private Chris
tian colleges where he formed an association with aa older • 
boyo It was later discovered that this Older boy was a homo
sexual and that he had had homosexual relations with him®
There was indication * also  ̂of thievery at this time<, Her
was then taken out of this school and. placed in another pri#
Vate ■ sohooio '' :

:< Psychological examination revealed that he was overly . 
anxious to. make a good scoreo He was particularly anxious 
and worried over the results of the'Wechsler® The MMPI 
revealed considerable tensioh> the highest.seores indicating 
psychopathic deviation^, psyehasthenia* schizophrenia, hypo- 
mania, and depression® He.showed indications of extreme . 
feelings of being disliked, a lack of religion, and paranoid 
trait So ,■ '

. T h e  psychologist.diagnosed his as a cyclothymic per
sonality, and stated that he is either way down.in the dumps 
or up in the skies„ He-is insecure, feels inadequate, lacks 
confidence, has depressive moods, is apprehensive,. and dig-



: plays anxietyo He Is overly trusting of M s  friends and
peers and has a desire to be wanted/ needed/ and/popular. He --
shows signs of pathologio ambition3 selfishness^ and Jeal*®

■ ouejo ■ ;.:■■■ y  - y
$her© have been indications of sexual- abnormalities 

and bisexual orientation, A compulsive desire for drink™
ing and a compulsive need for close and ardent friendships ,
have been demonstrated. It. is believed that the homosexual 
trends, are a defense against incestuous feelings as freely 
expressed incestuous type longings have been admitted^ There 
have been periods during which consciousness has been clouds 
@d3 and he has been described as exhibiting homosexual panic. 
He didg howeverget married, yet this seemed to be a hasty 
decision and several difficulties have arisen,

,v. . ' .--.OASE HiSTOBZ # 1Q ; ; / y

This boy, who was adopted at 1 month, has a history 
of asthma and chronic sinus. He has had a tendency to mag™ 
nify minor ills and injuries, and his parents describe him 
as being introverted, non-aggressive, and non-competitive0 
They report he likes to sleep In women!'s undergarmentsj a 
peculiar sexual adjustment manifesting itself about the age ’ 
of 11 or 12o At age 15 he had sexual involvements with an 
older, man and several contaetS: with a 40 year old male 
homosexual, . ' . -
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He Has always been a follower and not a leaders. but 

he was' well llked.by his classmates^ He is blustering and 
stormy when' frustrated^ and .is generally unhappy * His strong
est dislikes are mental discipline and social confonaanoea 
He shows normal-respect and eoncern for "his parents$ but 
little real affecti0no -

.psychological examination revealed that he can not : 
stand failure of any type, and according to the results on 
the Sechsler„he was classified as an adolescent psyehopatho 
The MMPr showed high scores on hypoma.nla, psychopathic de
viate , hypochondriasis, and schlzophrenia0

His school report states that he. showed no enthusiasm 
for any subject, emotionally apathetic, required strong lead
ership, and was over fastidious about personal appearancee 
While at the school the working diagnosis on this boy was 
dull intelligence, no strong motivation, and a schizoid- 
compensatory withdrawal from anxiety* . :

- OAgE HISTOBZ #ll \

There is no Information regarding this boy11 s birtho 
He was adopted at .the age of three years and four months by 
parents who paid little attention to him until he was twelve 
years old.* The father reports that the boy is-extremely 
secretive, nervous, and undependable« The mother attempts 
to smooth friction between father and son, admits aiding
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' M m  in being secretive/ and attempts to control all :.of his 
;:aetMtieso \ \ : y:::; : y:. - ■ : . ■

- She boy shows little love or affection for his parents
and is rude to them® He bragged about relations with de= • 
linquent .boys and criminal adults and has engaged in petty 
thieveryo He,has stated that he never goes into a store 
unless he can steal something0 .®It8s a thrill not to get 
caught/5 he, say So - ; ,
' : At the time of his admission to a private ■ school he
was strongly attached to a mongrel dog, and was overjoyed 
when he was informed that he could take the dog with him®
At the school he was cruel to the dog, beating and kicking ■. 
him, yet he spent long hours alone with him®

At the school he was resistant to academic activities, 
had a very negative attitude, and was caught in the act of . 
petty thievery® He ws-s fond of oif-colored jokes and sam" , 
lacious words®

Psyehologlcal examination disclosed low average in
telligence, restlessness, lack of interestfeelings of in- 

- feriority, and frustration® The school report stated that 
he is hyper-active, is play oriented,, has asthma attacks,

■ and has a tendency to: go froni. one crisis to another* It 
was the Opinion of the school psychiatrist that his anxiety 
seemed to be induced by his mother* -
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• At the age of eleven years this hoy was given psy<= 
ohlatrle and neurological examinations because of his be- 
havior at home» On one occasion he tried to choke his mother^ 
he set fire to various articles of furniture, his attitude 
was very negativistic, and he was unable to get along with 
other children^ The diagnosis was juvenile schizophrenia 
with compulsions and paranoid like attitudeŝ ,

He was sent to a special school where it is reported 
that he was unable to accept failure or social frustration 
and that his need for success was intense0 The basic di
agnosis here was a schizoid condition with compulsive be^ 
havior, manneristic activities, verbalized phantasies, and 
social withdrawalo He displayed verbal nervous tics, Psyp' 
chologieal examination revealed a lack of emotional balance, 
a tendency toward perseveration, and an 1>Q,0 of 91« ;

At this school there were two instances of discovered 
thievery that were secretive and concealed,. He displayed 
schizophrenic reactions and there were deep-seated 11 fancy** 
born" incongruities in thinking. He. has shown signs of proa, /. 
jection and delusions of perseeution, mind reading, and feel
ings of influenceo His: behavior has been odd and incongruous, 
and he was very interested in gambling and shady activities^
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' '•. This boy was diagnosed at birth as a hyarooeph&lioc 
He had. a 'large head, a hernia, and ohronio bronchitis^ \ 
Until the age of fourteen months he had insomnia and petit 
mal seizures began at the age'of two years» At the. age of 
eighteen years he had a seyere ease of measles eoinplioated 
by /pnenmoniaa "' V > / / ■ .: :
.. , -. . Little or no ■progress has been made With a series •
of private schools and tutors. Psychological examination . _ 
revealed an IdQ,® of 59 and test patterns that looked like 
a:combination of organic brain damage and schizoid fen- 
.deneies0 The test showed.a tendency toward schiz
ophrenia and geheral maladjustments a tendency to with- . 
draw from reality, inner rebellion but outer conformity, 
and a tendency to rebel inwardly to women* ; , hi

. His;school work was typical of a brain Injured per̂ " 
son* He.. showed, perseveration and rigidity<, He dwelled ' . . 
on, and took particular delight in speaking' about his real; 
or imagined;ills ;and gave indications of projection; de
lusions of persecution, mind reading., and' feelings of ref- 
@rene©o. . There were periods, of prolonged-day. dreaming, with
drawal from.reality, and delusions of grandeur* It was 
statedfthat he does not masturbate but practices autoerot
icism* Hi a condition was described as mythomania and' ;. - -
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From psyeho&rama there were signs of schizophrenia, 

(paranoid type), Inner rebellion/ and outward very strict. 
fanatic-like conformity* There were also signs of with- : 
drawal from reality and repression of aggresslon0

' ; ■ .'f.'.: ; 'V 0AS1 H1BT0BX #14

This boy was adopted at 18 months and the mother re
ports that he was extremely restless > very changeable in 
attitudes ©.nd desiresj, and that he felt that his sister re
ceived preferential treatment6 The boy himself expresses : 
strong dislike for his foster mother, and says she enjoys 
frustrating hinu He feels that his father was unfair to 
hiBh; v:; : ■ " ' ' : : ' ' . ; ' ■ ' '  :

Prior to his admission. to'the school at which he- was 
tested he had been unable to adjust to school routine and his 
ambition and performance was not consistent with his abilityf 
He was obviously unhappy and had a tendency to make snap 
judgementbo • . ■

The diagnostic impression at the time of admission t© 
a special school was that' he was of average intelligences 
verbal, responsive, and frequently cooperativeo He had a 
strong desire to be free from restrictions and responsibil
ities <> He attempted masculine identification while at the 
same time being unsure of his itatuSa
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At seMool iae preferred long underwear to pajamas/ 

Western clothes rather" than other more formal, attires and 
liked horseback riding but did not care to participate in 
any other athletioSe 'He did not like religious activities# 
and he did not Want to go to school 0 He gave up easily with=> 
out tryingwas intolerant and abusives and did a lot of 
braggings v ' _ .

' ' ■ ' % '  ,: 0AiS B1ST0KX #15 . .

. This boy had two siblings that died at birth* His: ‘ 
own delivery- was very difficult and he required resuseitaw . 
tiono ■ During his growth and development he was spastic and. 
awkward$ and his speech was retarded0 He had a very .unpleas-: 
ant childhood under a very domineering grandmothere At times 
he would become emotionally disturbed and would start fires 
and because of this'he was sent to the state hospitals

" SzamiBffition at 15 years of age revealed awkward spas®, 
tlolty/ difficulty in learning, retarded speech, emotional 
instability (aggressive and sadistic)herpetic eruptions, 
enuresis, and extensive bizarre phantasy lif@0 The report 
went"on'to state that it appeared that there was a rather 
mild cerebral birth palsy, cerebral anoxia., or both* Later 
psyehiatric examination found retardation,. a sense of in
adequacy, ©ompulsivity, rigidity, and hostility toward the 
- f athero :.' . , : . .. . " " - - : • ' , ’ :
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. While the mother was pregnant with this boy she was- 
very ill with albumin poisoningo She Was in labor for three: 
daySo At four years of age the boy began to stutter* When 
he was five years old his parents obtained a divorce and he 
went to live with his grandfather and extremely religious 
grandmothere He did not adjust to the restraints placed 
upon him by the grandmother8:© religious beliefs s. t

She school report stated that he did not sleep . 
soundly s, he .masturbated excessively» and had aggressive 
tendencies^ His stuttering was not that of a true stutter
er but that of one with brain damage« He was:.not too ©o~ 
operative and broke several of the rules. He would express 
remorse for his wrong doing and then repeat the same offense <> 
He took things that belonged to other boys and was untruths 
:/';fui0-;; \; j \ : v;.- v ^ ' v '/ . ;/ :\b-

' : ;; oass hissoes: #17 : - / / ::

Ehe whole developmental period of this boy8 s. life was 
Insecure and unstable. His. stepmother becomes nervous and 
hysterical and has had brain surgery.. The boy did not talk 
until the age of eight years and his enunciation was poor 
until he was eleven years old. The father, who never had 
the boy8s respect or obedience^ reports that the boy gets



t teed. a,n<8.; nervotis * that he. burns • himself out , and that he 
had never been able to fit into a school programo

■. s' LPsy6hiatric and psyehologioal study' revealed that 
he cannot ready that . he .seems unable, to. learn abstract sub^ 
jeets> that he is emotionally unstable and insecure and has 
ah I © o f  82o E@ becomes explosively disturbed and blanks 
out for a few seconds at a time or perhaps a whole day® He • -
is not. always certain of his own orientation and he has a
certain Intellectual confusion0 . His responses are often 
-bizarre, and inappropriate o He finds' little deep pleasure 
in Interpersonal relations» He is unable to form adequate 
identificationis very dependent3 and longs, for warmth and 
security but is unable to maintain close relationship with 
anyoneo .His personality structure is badly disturbed and 
; he has little integrating power0 . .
; . ' . The boy was admitted to the school at which this study .
- was: made with a working diagnosis of a psychotic condition^ 
probably schizophrenia* Hi's academic work was that of a brain 
injured ohilda He enjoyed odd: or bizarre dress s the mili-a 
tary aspect of scouting and the pomp and circumstance of the 
Gatholic ehureho He was moody and a typical introvert=

; - GASH HlSfOBT #18 .

: Many pain killers and gas were used during the delivery
of this boy which was long and hard and required the use of



instrmaentSe His physical growth and development was re
ported to be normal but withdrawing tendencies began when

-.87

he was seven years .olds
The boyo# mother said his father is an extreme in

trovert and•had little iase for the boy„ She reports that 
there was mneh quarrelling between the father and. herself 0

.was very short and he was easily distracted^ In 'psyohodrama

though extremely passive» His attitudes$ desires, and gen
eral behavior were those of a much younger child^ psyeh©“ 
logical examination revealed an I0Q0 somewhere between 60 
and 704 .

hysterical^ During the growth and development period the 
'boy1 s behavior became quite a problem* He wa.s quite nervous$ 
felt .ina.dequates wa,s- extremely submissive^ was introverted/ : 
was uncertain and insecure, and was anxious to adjust main- . 
ly by submlsBivenessa ■ ■

deep sense of insecurity and uncertainty expressed in un-

Ac cording to his school report hie attention span

he took a passive role * Be was Gooperative and polite al-

0ASE H1STGHI

This boy whs adopted at the age of eight months by 
parents who were alcoholic* The mother frequently became

He was admitted to. the school at which this study was 
made with the working diagnosis of mild retardation, and a



certain and undirected behavioro His behavlorat school 
revealed: Inadequate social adjustmenthostility, negativism 
educational retardation, day dreaming, and a lagging of ln«
' terest: -and attention̂ ' - : - - ■:

- P sychologieal examination revealed an l«Q,o of 710 
Borsohach responses indicated anxiety, perseveration, im= 
maturityrigidity, 'little attention to convention, negam , ' . 
tivism, immature phantasy and autism„ The Bender G-estait 
revealed;inadequacy feelings and passive tendencies* In 
responding to pictures on the T A T he talked of death and 
aggressiono , , 1

■ : > ■ QME H1SIQHI #20 - - ■ i ; ̂

' . This boy was 5 weeks premature at birth and forceps 
were required for the dellvery6

■ ' Psychological examination revealed an 1 = Q,C of 33
and tendencies to perseveratee, The test pattern wa.s -lndiô  
ative' of brain damage«, / -

The boy Is physically handicapped and his health Is 
poor* Be is generally' friendly and agreeable although at - 
times- he/loses his temper and becomes aggressive» He Is . , 
usually a follower* generally he is apathetic. but at times 
he; becomes excitable* /' - : - - •



APPENDIX D

: GOMPARISON OF TEST INTERPRETATIONS
AND- GASE HISTORIES ' -

' . ■■■■. •' ■: GASE #i ' ; ' ' , \ :

In comparing the test findings a.nd> the ease history 
one immediately notices the oloee agreement in the most 
significant aspect of this personalitys that of disturbed 
sexuality taking the form of excessive femininityc •
■’ • The ca.se history clearly reveals a very 'maladjusted
Individual with schizophrenia or strong schizoid tendencies® 
The feet findings clearly reveal this type of a problem^

The case history states that this boy has been unable 
to become involved in reciprocal relations arid the test ; 
results show that his greatest amount of tension stems from 
the lack of this type of relationship6 -

It is stated in the ease history that this subject 
is overly excitable and hallticinatedo This is Indicated iri 
the test findings by the suggestion of a paroxysmal disorder 
arid hysteroid"tendencies along with disturbances of the egoo 
loneliness is. clearly pointed out in both the test findings 
and the history . ' - i':' . ' ' ' • '

' : case #2 ■ ; ; -

This boy8s case history reports discrepancy between ■



'" :; - ' '':: - :  ̂ ' . -- ̂ . ' ' . _ . \ -9° .
verb^Lland: actual behavior which is also described in the 
test findingSo He talks about bold deeds but.does,not act 
in a bold maBner» The feeling of rejection sta,ted in the 
ease history is clearly Indicated in the test findingsB ;
The ease history states that he has a fanatic personality 
while the test findings state that he enjoys being atypical 
and looks down on .average and common people»

It is stated in the history that he is a passive 
anal-erotic homosexual and the Sgondi'report says that he 
has a disposition toward anal homosexua,lity and passivity* 
The test findings also agree with the ease - history when they 
reveal paranoid tendencies; aggressions antagonisms stub- 
borness and belligerence; the desire to be with people who 
control him in an author!tatian manner; a need for affection 
and security; and immaturity of reaction* The 'crudeness 
of behavior reported in the case history is paralleled by 
a Worldly awkwardness shown by the Szondi test datao

In general there is a remarkable similarity between- 
the information gained from the test and the actual.life 
history of the boy* • • \

OASE #3 ' ; :

There is a very elpee agreement between the findings, 
on the Szondl: and the facts and diagnoses reported; in the 
case history o Both personality indications show a preoc- "



■ ■ . . .  9 1

©tipatioB with killing some authority figure s a tendency to» 
wri. schizoid behavior/ confusion and disorganization with 
lapses of memory„ the presence of abusive language or extreme 
rage, and a lack of regard for the rights of others* Both 
.indications show him to be lonely, impetuous, self-centered, 
and to alternate between extroversion and withdrawal«, Both 
.measures would lead to a-diagnosis of psychopathie deviate® 

The ohly information found in the history that was 
- not mentioned in the test results was the .existence of too 
: mature a level of phantasy and the diagnosis of cerebral 

' palsy v. ■; • : : \ ■ V v 1 • : . ' '

: r :: h , • ; ' • v ' 0AS1 fk

.This boy8 s case history and test interpretation both
; describe- a somewhat disturbed family background, and feelings 
of rejections Both the history and the test Interpretation 
indicate tendencies toward activity, uninhibited aggressive 
.manifestations, phantasy, sadism, erratic behavior and ego- 
:tism0. ’ :: . -

- ■. Sis tattling, exaggeration of mistreatment, craving 
for affection, gushing response to sympathy,..over sensitivity 
and background of brain damage, and epilepsy described in the
ckse history were not found in the test interpretation* .



92

• v .i: ■ ; ' case #5

There is very close agreement between the Bzonai test V 
■ findings and the^information In the case history regarding 
this boy8s odd family background and his disturbed home 
life* . Both the history and the testVindicated a rather 
severe behavior problem with frequent outbursts of temper»

The interpretation of the Rorschach* as reported In 
.the history5, with the exception of" the indications of de
ter ionization .and perseveration^ was quite similar to that 
of the Szondio Both indicated a schizoid condition. Impair
ment of reality, oppositional tendencieŝ , emotional insta
bility, 'impulsiveness/ ̂ anxiety,;- guilt feelings, depression, ; 
poor adaptive:efforts, and allack of expansive ideationo

• Significant Information found .in the case history 
that was not found "oh the Szondl was his inability to attend,- 
difficulty in speech, and the-possibility of brain damageo

The test interpretation included indications of 
several of the behavior characteristics found in the case 
hi story. The disturbed family background described in the 
history is reflected in the test interpretation, vBoth agreed' 
that anxiety, restlessness, anal characteristics, compulsion,

,phantasy,.and withdrawal •tendencies were present and both;,: /



were strongly: indicative of behavior pathology0 The boy6g 
need for loye and affection was also indicated in both the
hietory .iâ d test ̂ fina-ingSe : . . ■

;The test Interpretation failed, to reveal the existence 
of a speeeh defect3: perseveration^ fixations, a low frustration 
toleranbe, or sex play. It failed also to describe the dif«=* 
f loulty.; of; self control s the distract ability 3 or the general 
disintegration listed, in the historyo '

»m: th© test" results it would be concluded that 5
this individual■ required constant supervision and this is - • ' 
,exactly what the history reports0 The test findings and 
the case history both indicate that he is fixated at an in^ 
fantlie level of sexuality, and that he lives in a dream 
world of phantasy and autistic thinking= The test interpret 
tation indicates withdrawal, apathy, anxiety, and uncertain- 
ty and both of these are mentioned in the history* The 
history, and the test also agree on the presence of delusions6 

’ The mongolold classification and the low 1 stated 
in the history is not found in the test interpretation nor is- 
the fact that he Is extremely lethargic0 . ■ ■

The ease history and the test interpretation ag



on tlie existenoe of a "behavior problem concerning emotional 
butbmrsts^ fhe interpretation- of the test did not indicate 
brain Injnry^ a possibility suggested in the ease history^ 
nor' did it clearly indicate epilepsy.

.She statement in the history that this boy is overly 
trasting:and that he loves to be popular is adequately des4 
©ribed'in the. test interpretation in the description of th® 
drive category into which he falls 0 ' : ; i'

Almost without exception everything mentioned in the p 
test'findings was reported in the history and almost every— i 
■thing in the history was included in the test resuits0 The 
two are practically identical as far as the results of the 
other tests that were reported are concernedo

Although the terms psychopathic deviates psyQhasthenia$ 
selflshhesss jealousy, and incestuous desire were not included 
in the test interpretation they were implied in the states 
merits that were made about dependencyg agitated, erratic be- 
■■havior| dual union with mother5 and generalized tensions ,

5he ease history describes the sexual maladjustment 
of this boyo The test interpretation begins by stating that 
the major difficulty seems to be in the area of sexual ad- : '



jmstmentd. Both the history and' the test bring, out the fem= 
inine aspect of this maladjmstniento - ' - :

The tense situation tMt is described in th© ezpla«= 
nation of the paroxysmal vector would, correspond to the ;re<=> 
port of stormy and blustry actions- when frustrated in the 
historyo. Both the test and the history agree on the state 
of unhappiness that exists. The statement in the working ■ 
diagnosis, of a schizoid: compensatory withdrawal from anxiety 
is supported in the test findings^ . 'V v

The statement In the history regarding his inability 
to stand failure of any type is also consistent with test 
findings as described in the drive category, The Wechsler 
classification of adolescent psychopath is also described ", 
in the description of the drive category= The MMPI findings 
Of high scores on psychopathic deviate and schizophrenia 
are consistent with the Szondi, ; Hypomania. and hypochondriasis 
did not show up on the Szondi interpretation. However* the 
description of the contact vector perhaps indicates hypomanic 
behaviore ' ' , '

The school report of apathy does not correspond with : 
the,test findingso His need for strong leadership is ocn= 
sistent with the feminine aspect of his personality, described 
in the test * also his fastidiousness. There Was no indication 
on the test interpretation of his likelihood to cheat, •



CASE #11

96

In making a comparison in this ease ■ 'between the his~ 
tory and the test findings one Is apt to eome to an errone
ous ooneXnsionV The history describes the boy1s fondness 
for delinquent behavior» It states that he brags about as— " 
sooiations with delinquents and criminals« ' 'It also appeared 
that he wanted others to know that he enjoyed petty thievery 
According to'the Szohdi interpretation his main difficulty 
stems from an unsatisfied need for masculinity« This seems 
to be a reasonable, explanation for the behavior described 
but it may or may not be trued .
: •His attachment to his mongrel dog described in the
history is consistent with the test interpre;tation0 Accord
ing to the test it would be expected tha,t he would form such.' 
strong sentimental attachments that he would be inconsolable 
at -the loss of the objecto His cruelty to the dog is also 
consistent with the test findings as it was - described in the 
test results that his manner concealed cruelty and aggressive- 
--nesso ' • •: ■■ - '■ ■ -

There is no mention in the test interpretation of his 
resistance to academic' activitiesf religious denial* negative 
attitude a dr his fondness for off colored,storiesc Regard
ing this latter point since the greatest amount of tension 
is found in the sexual vector this type of behavior would 
be expected^ ;• • . .. -



' - '' " ; '  ■ ; .' ■■ ■ • 97 fhe results of the i>syohol9glpal. examltiatIon reported
pin", the hletorj are - ve%: similar to the Szondi findings6 V':
" Restlessness ̂ feelings of inferiority3 frustration»■ anxiety^
an<l hyperactivity are ’behavlorial eharact eristics found in.
both* The things the history reports that are. not found on
the Szondi interpretation are low average intelligence?
lack of interestj asthma attacksr play orientation* and a
tendency to go from one crisis to anothero

- ; . : oabe #12 . ;

■ The findings of the psychological examination report**
ed in the history are consistent with the indications of 
excessive tension found.on the Sgondii The diagnosis of 
juvenile schizophrenia found in the history is also indi* ■ . 
cated in the Szondi -report»: ’ Both the history and the test 
report describe him as' compulsiveo The schizoid condition*, f 
compulsive behavior* phantasies* and nervousness included 
in the school report 'are consistent with the test interpret • . 
tation0 ■ .. ■ / . ' " ' \ .

The negativistie attitude* the aggression against 
the mother, the lack of emotional balance* and the tendency 
to perseverate are not found in the Szondi reporto There 
was no statement on the Szondi report regarding pyromania* 
if his setting fire to various articles of furniture can be 
so. Interpreted0 Nothing in the test interpretation described



his intense neefi/ for success and inability to accept .failure« 
fhe thieverys interest in gambling; and shady activities re- ■ 
■port.ed. In the history are not brought out in the test- report :i,

She history and the test findings,agree on the follow^ 
ingr schizoid tendenciess paranoid type; general maladjust-s 
ment; a hysterold quality to the behavior; and the general 
description of rather severe pathologyQ Petit mal seizures 
were reported in the .history and the test stated there was : " 
a disposition toward hysteroep11ep @y o

The diagnosis at birth that he was hydrocephalicj, the 
low intelligenees and the possibility,of brain damage that 
are reported in the history are not found in the Szondi in~ 
terpretationo The withdrawal tendenciess the tendencies to 
rebel and to outwardly conform, the tendency to rebel In
wardly to women; repression of aggression, perseveration, 
rigidity, day dreaming, and the sexual perversion were not 
brought out in the test reportG The test built up strong 
evidence for feminine identification, a need for passive in
fantile -affection, and hysteroid behavior that were not 
emphasized in the. history» . . .  '

The Szondi test on this young man counterindioated.



serious pathology and no serious pathology was reported in 
.the history® Both the history and the test findings de= 
seribe a rather unsatisfactory sexual identification,, Both 
also bring out a rather eccentric quality in his behavior 
and M s  lack of conformity* •

fhe history contains a description of surface type 
behavior with no report of other psychological study of 
deep motivation̂ , therefore little that is reported in the 
history is found in the Ssondi report„ There is no descrip
tion of the' other factors listed in the history in.the test 
Interpretation other than those mentioned in the paragraph 
above® . However# many of the behavioral characteristics r@—  ̂
ported in the history may be characteristic of the basic 
personality structure described in the Szondi interpretation^

Disturbed emotionality is brought out in.both the 
history and test findings on this young man® The statement 
in the test interpretation that he structures his environ
ment according to his own needs is.indicative of the phantasy 
life mentioned In the history®

The history: of pyromania is not directly brought put 
In the test findings although it was stated that there were 
indications of emotional instability, anxietyV panic, a ten
dency to violent vengeful reactions, and a disposition to—



Ward affective crimeSo
There le no specific report 1m the test findings' of ■ 

brain damage/ difficulty in learning, retarded speech, ; r 
enuresis/ an unpleasant childhood/ retardation, sense- of 
inadequacy, compulsivity, rigidity,,or hostility toward 
■ the- father © ; • \

' , / . • . " f' :: 0ase #16- L • : / - , :

/' She history describes a. very unsatisfactory set of 
Circumstances surrounding the birth,: growth and development . 
period^ and family relationship of this boy4 She interpre
tation of the Bzondi is that he shows signs of a very un
happy relationship to the world, withdrawal, and social mal
adjustment, Sh® statement in the history that he would ex
press remorse- and then repeat the same.offense is described 
in the description of the drive category. The -aggressive 
tendencies •reported by the school are .indicated on the Szondl 
The excessive masturbation would result, according to Szondis. 
in an open s’ reaction and that is the reaction that was most 
frequently given in that factor-o However, the brain damage 
suggested in the history is not found indicated in the, test 
interpretation^

The test interpretation states that this boy probably



Identifies w i t h o b j e o t s  catheoted regardless of their 
contradictory nature0 This is a schizophrenic reaction, 
and the first statement of the case history reported a 
working diagnosis of (probably) sehizophrenia,o The history . 
discloses the father8 s observation that the boy..is tired 
and nervous and the test describes the Conflict in the man
ner In which emotional tension is discharged and the need ; 
for this dischargeo The insecurity and instability described 
in the history Is also indicated in the test interpreta.tion0 
The history and the. test are consistent on the point of the 
inability to form adequate identification^ The history 
states that he is unable - to maintain close relations with 
anyone and both history and test agree that he longs for 
warmth and security, and is very dependento Both the history - 
and the test interpretation describe a:badly disturbed per=> 
sonality structure* Both also indicate that he is .eocentric.e 

The test does not reveal directly the unsatisfactory 
relationship between the boy and his father, nor does it 
reveal the academic difficulties reported in the history0 
The test indicates periodic release of emotional tension 
but it does not indicate that this release is sudden and 
violent such as is stated in the history. The test report 
does not state anything concerning the “blank outs® described 
in the history* The lack of orientation and intellectual 
confusion is not found in the test report, nor is indication



. . / . ■; . ' ; , ' 102 
of /bizarre: and inappropriate responses0 fhe test indicates 
a: strong need. for interpersonal relations hut' the history 
reports, little deep pleasure from sucho The test interpret 
tatlon indicates tJaat lie would be moody but it does not . -
state that he is a typical Introirerto It •also, does- hot.' 
indicate that he is particularly fond of regimentation and 
ritualo- ■ i ■ v . 1 / ; .

• • : : . : 6 4 S E ; # 1 8  : l  ;

3he unsatisfactory family background is not brought 
out in the test f indings directly but the general nature' of 
the test report would seem to indicate this was so0 She 
withdrawing tendencies are not specifically stated in the 
test interpretation but social laaladjustment and an un^ 
stable adjustment .were indicatedShe history reported an

of between 60. and yo and the test findings. reported . 
that the choices he made were rarely made by intellectuals 
and that infantile behavior was indicated. The school/report 
stated distraotability and. short attention span while the 
test reported restlessness and psyehopathic shiftlessness* , 
•His:' attitudes9: desires / and general behavior being more 
typical of a much younger child is consistent with the 
' general test. findings =, . ■ / : -  ' ''/';'; ■ ' ■ .. - • ' . h;i '
l, ' The history on this boy is very brief and seems to :
• indicate/brain damage at. birth. The test interpretation ,:



does not state an indication of ■brain damage6 The passive 
quality of his behavior did not show up on the test findings.

-- : V 'CASE."#19' :'

The history desoribes a disturbed and violent home 
background̂ , The test findings state the early relationship 
with the mother was unstable and that he has a latent need 
to eling dependentlyo The major problems of nervousness $ 
submissiveness^ introversion^ Insecurity, and anxiety found 
stated in the history are all brought out in the test in- 
terpretatiOno The Bender Gestalt findings are consistent 
with those of the Szondlo Although the Szondi is somewhat 
ambiguous on the point of social adjustment it agrees • 
partially with the school report on this phase of his be-= 
havloro , ; , i " . ' ' . :- ' '

The retardation mentioned In.the history is.not in= 
dicated in the test findings0 The Rorschach and Szondi 
findings agree on the presence of anxiety but little else 
found on the Rorschach is stated in the Szondi interpretation 
Both the Rorschach and.the Scondi find indications of im
maturity but the Szondi is contradictory on this point0

■ m s E  # 2 0  : ; . ; . .■i -  ;.:-,!:

The very brief history on this boy makes comparison ' 
difficulfs' The test interpretation does not specifically
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state brain damage but is strongly indicative of pathology<» 
The test indicates paroxysmal outbursts which is in agree
ment with the historyo There is also agreement on the point 
of aggression* The withdrawal, sadness, and coldness de
scribed in the history may partially be consistent with 
the description of apathy in the history= The statement 
in the history that he was usually friendly and agreeable 
causes some confusion on this point*


